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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Study purpose, objectives, and research questions 
DNV conducted the 2020 C&I Lighting Controls Market Study (MA20C11-E-LCR) for the Massachusetts Program 
Administrators (PAs) and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) Consultants from September 2020 to March 
2021. The study’s overall purpose was to understand market opportunities for advanced lighting controls. However, to 
understand opportunities for future savings from lighting controls, the team also needed to understand the current 
state of the controls market. Therefore, the study’s objectives were: 

1. To develop a more comprehensive understanding of the current state of the C&I lighting controls market in 
Massachusetts, including perspectives from the customer and supply sides of the market  

2. To characterize future opportunities, and the drivers of and barriers to realizing that potential 
3. To understand whether and to what extent the rapid adoption of LEDs without controls in Massachusetts facilities 

may impede the adoption of advanced lighting controls in those facilities 

On behalf of the Massachusetts PAs and EEAC, DNV has conducted extensive research over the last several years 
on the market for lamps and fixtures in C&I buildings. This study builds on that research to study the market more 
explicitly for C&I lighting controls in Massachusetts as the PAs look to understand the opportunities and challenges of 
this market. 

This study presents a snapshot of the current level of customer adoption, customer motivations, and barriers to future 
adoption; a characterization of the opportunities seen and activities supported by trade allies in promoting further 
controls adoption; and an assessment of the availability and features of controls products in the market. This 
information is expected to help the PAs and EEAC understand potential program design considerations as they begin 
the 2022-2024 three-year planning cycle.  

This study references previous and ongoing research from lighting-related study efforts in Massachusetts, including 
the concurrent 2020 C&I Lighting Market Characterization Study (MA20C09-E-LMC). 

The study was designed to answer the following research questions in three key areas: 
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Customer Characterization

• Adoption and Saturation: What is the current market adoption (% of customers) of basic and advanced controls by 
lighting type and by existing versus new construction scenarios? What is the current market saturation (% of eligible 
fixtures)?

• Customer Considerations: What is the level of awareness of the different types of controls among recent lighting 
participants and non-participants? Did this change between 2018 and 2020? 
- Why have some customers installed controls, and does the motivation to do so differ by control type and participation 
status?
- Are there non-energy-related reasons the controls were installed? 
- Why did customers who recently installed new LED lamps and fixtures not install controls or selected fixtures with 
integrated controls at that time? Does this vary by participation status? 
- Have customers who have installed less advanced controls anticipated or planned retrofit opportunities? Does this 
vary by participation status? 
- What are the barriers to customer adoption across control categories? Are there common barriers by controls 
category or customer type?

• Utilization: Are customers using lighting controls effectively? Did they receive training on how to use the advanced 
controls? Has recommissioning of an advanced system been necessary to continue performance/operation?

Supply Side Market 
Characterization

• Market Actor Familiarity: What is the state of distributors’ and contractors’ awareness, knowledge, promotion, and 
stocking/installing over the short and long term, recognizing COVID may have had temporary impacts?

• Market Share: What is the current and future market share of LEDs with integrated controls?

• Market Barriers: What are the barriers to market actors’ promotion and sales of integrated and advanced controls?

• Program Influence: To what degree are sales of advanced controls being influenced by program interventions, 
including for standard offerings and during special promotions? 

• Customer Retrofit Requests: Have market actors observed customers seeking retrofits for current LED lamps and 
fixtures that would include controls? Do they anticipate a change in the market for LED lamp and fixture control 
retrofits, and why do they anticipate that increase or decrease?

• Retrofit Barriers: Are there technical barriers or cost-effectiveness barriers that would inhibit customers’ ability to 
install controls on existing LED lamps and fixtures?

• Training Requirements: What types of installers are installing which lighting controls technologies? Do the installers 
require unique skills? Do the operators require special training?

Product Assessment and 
Trajectory

• Product Type Characterization: How should we organize controls (basic, simple automated, moderate, advanced) 
into a framework for comparison purposes? Which products fit into each category?

• Incremental Costs and Savings: How has the incremental cost of controls, especially advanced controls, versus the 
incremental savings changed over time across categories?

• Retrofit Products: Are there products that can be effectively installed on recently installed LED lamps and fixtures 
that did not include controls? Are manufacturers focused on developing these types of products?

• Future Technology Improvements: What, if any, are the anticipated future improvements to lighting controls 
technology?
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2.2 Organization of report 
The remainder of this report is organized as follows: 

• Section 3: Methodology, Approach, and Data Sources 
• Section 4: Analysis and Results 
• Section 5: Conclusions and Considerations 
• Appendices 
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3 METHODOLOGY, APPROACH, AND DATA SOURCES 
To support the customer characterization, supply-side characterization, and product assessment and trajectory, the 
project team collected data in coordination with MA20C09-E-LMC and utilized existing data from previous evaluation 
efforts and from research conducted in jurisdictions beyond Massachusetts. The primary data collection efforts 
included customer saturation phone surveys, a contractor web survey, and manufacturer and distributor in-depth 
interviews (IDIs).  

As a starting point for characterizing controls, the DNV team reviewed secondary data and decided to use the same 
categorization of lighting controls as the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA). Table 3-1 lists these five 
categories of lighting controls. While we include information on all five categories, the primary focus of this research 
effort is on advanced controls, which are room-based controls, luminaire level lighting controls (LLLC), and network 
lighting controls (NLC).  

Table 3-1. Categorization of product types 
Control Type Basic Controls Standalone 

Sensor 
Controls 

Room-Based 
Controls 

Luminaire Level 
Lighting Controls 
(LLLC) 

Network Lighting 
Controls (NLC) 

Features Manual switch, 
manual dimmer, 
time clock 

Occupancy 
sensor, 
daylight 
sensor 

Code-compliant 
“kits” with 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
may have high-end 
trim; networking 
within zone only; 
fixtures operate as 
a group 

Wireless networked 
fixture-level 
integrated occupancy 
and daylight sensors; 
high-end trim; 
fixtures can be 
controlled 
independently or as 
a zone 

Wired or wireless 
networked 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
high-end trim; 
fixtures can be 
controlled 
independently or as 
a zone 

3.1 Customer characterization 
To estimate the 2020 saturation of lighting controls, the DNV team analyzed results from on-site data collected in 
2018 and 2019 and verified through 103 customer phone revisits in 2020 to determine the percentage of eligible 
fixtures with each control type by participation status and application type. This is the same sample of sites used in 
MA20C09-E-LMC, where the DNV team leveraged data collected during the 20181 and 20192 lighting surveys to 
evaluate current market saturation, adoption, customer motivation, and trends. In total, the DNV team completed 276 
on-site surveys in 2018 and 2019. Rather than pull a new sample of sites where the lighting equipment and 
configuration was unknown, the DNV team used the existing sample of establishments and conducted phone revisits 
to observe how the installed lighting equipment had changed since the previous visit. After removing healthcare, 
hospitals, and nursing homes from the sample,3 the team completed 103 phone revisits.  

The team categorized controls into four types, based on how the data was collected in 2018 and 2019, shown in 
Table 3-2. The advanced controls category contains two primary types of controls: NLC and LLLC. To delineate 
between lights that are always on and fixtures with more advanced controls, traditional switches, manual dimmers, 
and time clocks were categorized into their own grouping. The saturation and adoption of standalone and advanced 
controls will be compared to the presence of fixtures controlled only by manual switches. 

 
1 https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/P78_MACI_Comprehensive_Lighting_Inventory_Memo_FINAL_2019.04.17.pdf  
2  https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/MA19C14-E-LGHTMKT_2019-CI-Lighting-Inventory-and-Market-Model-Report_Final_2020.04.06.pdf 
3 Per guidance from the PAs on COVID-19 protocols, all facilities directly supporting the response to COVID-19 were not included in any 2020 study efforts. 

https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/P78_MACI_Comprehensive_Lighting_Inventory_Memo_FINAL_2019.04.17.pdf
https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/MA19C14-E-LGHTMKT_2019-CI-Lighting-Inventory-and-Market-Model-Report_Final_2020.04.06.pdf
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Table 3-2. Lighting controls categories - market saturation and adoption 
Always on Manual switch Standalone Advanced 

Lights are always on Manual switch, manual 
dimming, time clock 

Daylight control, occupancy sensor, 
occupancy dimming 

LLLC and NLC 

To extrapolate the results to the population, DNV used Iterative Proportional Fitting, also known as raking, to rescale 
the establishment weights to align with the known population counts by consumption (small, medium, large) crossed 
with participation status (any lighting program 2015-2019). The sample frame used for this effort was the same 2018 
reference population rolled up to the establishment level as was used in the Massachusetts C&I Customer Onsite 
Baseline Saturation Study (MA19C09-B-BSLNSAT). A lighting program participant was defined as a site that had 
participated in a PA lighting program in the past five years (2015-2019). Table 3-3 shows the final weighted sample 
distribution compared to the population distribution and the weighted sample prior to raking. 

Table 3-3. Establishment weighting distribution by participation status and size 
2014-2019 
Participation 

Size (n) % Population 
Count 

% Population 
Consumption 

Weighted 
Sample Prior 
to Raking 

Final Weighted 
Sample Distribution 
After Raking 

Participant Large (4) 0.4% 33.6% 49.1% 33.6% 
Medium (21) 1.4% 15.4% 11.6% 15.4% 
Small (48) 0.9% 6.9% 4.0% 6.9% 

Non-Participant Large/Medium (3) 15.8% 17.9% 20.4% 17.9% 
Small (27) 81.4% 26.3% 14.9% 26.3% 

To estimate customer adoption of lighting controls, or the percent of customers with at least one instance of a control 
installed, the DNV team categorized each customer based on the most advanced type or types of control present at 
their facility. However, if there were both standalone and advanced controls at a facility, that customer was classified 
in both standalone and advanced control categories. For example, a customer with manual switches and no 
standalone or advanced controls was categorized as “manual switch.” A customer that had fixtures with manual 
switches and fixtures with standalone controls, but no advanced fixtures, was put into the “standalone” category. 
However, customers with both standalone controls and advanced controls were grouped into both categories, to 
better reflect the prevalence of these technologies across the market. 

3.2 Supply side market characterization 
The DNV team conducted interviews with 21 of the 229 lighting manufacturers who together accounted for 71% of the 
associated4 annual lighting savings from the 2019 Upstream Initiative and 16 of the 54 lighting distributors who 
accounted for 56% of the associated annual lighting savings from the 2019 Upstream Initiative.  

To cost-effectively reach a large sample of contractors, the DNV team developed and implemented a web survey to 
collect data to estimate the market share of control installations. To leverage as much of the collected data as 
possible, the team used both full and partial completes in the analysis. DNV included 12 sets of responses in most of 
the contractor questions. 

 
4 There are many tracking observations that do not include either distributor or manufacturer information, so the percentage of program representation is based on 

the percent of program data where the distributor or manufacturer is known.  
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3.3 Product assessment and trajectory 
DNV characterized controls product types and availability as shown in Table 3-1 and examined all controls 
equipment. This allowed us to develop a snapshot view of controls products with a focus on LLLC and NLC products, 
forming the basis for a literature review. The DLC publishes the industry standard framework, which sets 
requirements for interior and exterior NLC systems. NLC systems are a combination of sensors, network interfaces, 
and controllers that effect lighting changes in luminaires, retrofit kits, or lamps. To create clarity for producers and 
consumers and to encourage adoption of both solid-state lighting and advanced control products, the DLC created 
the Quality Products List (QPL) in 2016. The team leveraged the DLC’s QPL to assess the advanced lighting controls 
products capabilities and trajectory. Beyond the QPL, we evaluated other resources to assess changes in the 
controls market on a national scale and potential implications for savings potential in Massachusetts.   
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4 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

4.1 Customer characterization 
4.1.1 Market adoption and saturation 

 

Customer adoption of lighting controls, or the percent of customers in Massachusetts using each control type, shows 
a very low presence for advanced controls. As seen in Figure 4-1, according to on-site data, less than 1% of 
customers in Massachusetts had advanced controls installed in their facilities (2 of 103 establishments). Twenty-two 
percent (22%) of customers had standalone controls installed, and the remaining 77% of customers used only 
manual switches to control their lighting fixtures. The team found similar levels of adoption of advanced controls 
across participation status, though standalone controls have a higher presence in buildings associated with lighting 
participants (39% compared to 16%). Figure 4-1 is representative of all customers in Massachusetts and is derived 
from the weighted on-site data. While the on-site data indicates that the adoption of advanced lighting controls is 
about 1%, customers self-reported slightly higher levels of adoption of advanced lighting controls. When asked 
directly, 7% of customers indicated they had installed LLLC or NLC (19 of 103 establishments).5 The difference 
between the on-site data and the customer self-reported data highlights the difficulty some customers have in 
identifying differences in controls categories and that customers tend to over-represent adoption of higher efficiency 
technologies. Initial on-site data was collected one to two years before this study and then updated over the phone as 
part of this study. It is possible that some customers added advanced controls after the 2019 or 2020 on-site visit, but 
it is also possible that phone respondents who indicated they had recently installed advanced controls were referring 
to new standalone controls. 

 

 
5 We expect the self-reported adoption of advanced controls to be higher than the actual data based on similar trends in previous lighting research; however, this 

trend is worth monitoring to understand if the actual adoption of advanced controls is higher than the on-site data indicates. 

• Less than 1% of C&I customers have any advanced controls installed, 
and advanced controls are installed on less than 1% of fixtures in 
Massachusetts. 

• Approximately 15% of C&I facilities have standalone controls on their 
lighting systems. The remaining fixtures are either always on or 
controlled with a manual switch.

• Participants have a higher saturation (23%) of standalone controls than 
non-participants (6%). 

Current adoption and saturation of advanced controls is low
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Figure 4-1. Customer adoption of control types 

 

Saturation of lighting controls in Massachusetts shows similar market trends to customer adoption. Figure 4-2 shows 
the market saturation of lighting controls across all equipment types within the ambient linear and high/low bay 
submarkets, and Table 4-1 shows saturation with absolute and relative precision at the 90% confidence level. In 
2020, less than 1% of eligible fixtures6 were controlled by advanced controls. Eighty-five percent (85%) of fixtures in 
the market were either always on or controlled by manual switches, followed by standalone controls at 15%. Manual 
switches include dimmers and timers, and, while not considered a traditional control type, are shown to depict the 
presence of basic fixtures without more advanced controls. The team found no statistically significant difference in the 
saturation of controls on all eligible fixtures compared to only LED fixtures. The saturation of standalone controls was 
higher in the ambient linear submarket (21%) than in the high/low bay application (7%). To better understand why 
adoption and saturation of advanced controls may be so low, Sections 4.1.2, 4.1.3, and 4.1.4 explore customer 
awareness and understanding of controls, barriers to further adoption, and customer trends associated with different 
control types. 

 
6 Eligible fixtures include all C&I lighting fixtures with ambient linear and high/low bay lamp types. This does not include building exterior and outdoor or screw-in 

lamps. 
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Figure 4-2. Market saturation of control types across participation status 

 

Table 4-1. Market saturation and precision of control types across participation status   
Mean Upper CL Lower CL Absolute 

Precision  
Relative Precision 

Advanced Market 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 114.7% 
Participant 0.2% 0.4% 0.0% 0.2% 105.7% 
Nonparticipant 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Standalone Market 14.9% 21.0% 8.7% 6.2% 41.4% 
Participant 23.5% 33.2% 13.7% 9.7% 41.5% 
Nonparticipant 6.0% 9.6% 2.4% 3.6% 59.4% 

Manual Switch Market 80.7% 87.2% 74.2% 6.5% 8.1% 
Participant 70.9% 80.9% 60.9% 10.0% 14.1% 
Nonparticipant 90.8% 95.4% 86.1% 4.7% 5.1% 

Always on Market 4.4% 6.8% 2.0% 2.4% 55.1% 
Participant 5.4% 9.5% 1.4% 4.0% 73.6% 
Nonparticipant 3.2% 5.9% 0.6% 2.6% 81.3% 

Comparing Massachusetts results to national saturation numbers illustrates that the saturation for controls in 
Massachusetts is similar to the national installed stock of controls. A 2019 report from the United States Department 
of Energy (DOE) found that connected controls accounted for less than 1% of lighting systems in 2017, similar to our 
findings in the Massachusetts market in 2020.7 Nationally, 11% of lighting systems in the commercial sector and 4% 
in the industrial sector were controlled with daylighting, occupancy sensors, or multi controls in 2017, which is slightly 
less than the 15% of fixtures with standalone controls in Massachusetts in 2020. Another 16% of fixtures nationally 
are controlled by energy management systems. While the DNV team did not collect information on energy 
management systems during the on-site lighting inventories, the Massachusetts C&I Customer On-Site Baseline 
Saturation Study found that approximately 9% of C&I facilities in Massachusetts have energy management systems.8 
Table 4-2 shows the commercial and industrial saturation of lighting controls across the country in 2017. 

 
7 https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2020/02/f72/2019_ssl-energy-savings-forecast.pdf  
8 MA20C09-B-BSLNSAT (final report pending) 
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Table 4-2. 2017 DOE installed stock penetration of lighting controls  
Installed Stock Penetration (%) Commercial Industrial 

None 66% 93% 

Dimmer 3% 4% 

Daylighting <1% <1% 

Occupancy Sensor 6% 2% 

Timer 4% <1% 

Multi 4% <1% 

EMS 16% <1% 

Connected <1% <1% 

4.1.2 Awareness and motivation 

 

Determining customer awareness of and familiarity with control types is important to understanding the current state 
of customer adoption and saturation and how to influence the future of the lighting controls market. Similarly, 
understanding customer motivations can help understand adoption trends in the future. Figure 4-3 depicts customer 
familiarity with different control types, as well as awareness of advanced controls in 2018.9 While the team found that 
65% of customers are familiar with advanced controls (LLLC and NLC), awareness of these advanced controls has 
increased from 23% in 2018.10 The differences in awareness in 2020 between lighting participants and non-
participants are not statistically significant. While awareness is high, other barriers impact adoption, such as lack of 
interest and space type, further discussed in Section 4.1.3. It is also important to note that customers tend to over-
represent their familiarity with certain products or may not be familiar with exact product capabilities and applications. 

 
9 https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/P78_MACI_Comprehensive_Lighting_Inventory_Memo_FINAL_2019.04.17.pdf. CATI survey had 595 responses 

(includes Upstream participants, nonparticipants, and other participants) 
10 Respondents were asked: 'Prior to this explanation, were you familiar with these different levels of lighting controls?’ Answers were coded as Yes/No/Don't 

Know. 

• Customer awareness of advanced controls increased from 23% in 2018 
to 65% in 2020. Awareness of standalone and room-based controls is at 
least 90%.

• Among customers who recently installed LEDs but did not include 
advanced controls as part of their lighting project, 51% were aware of 
advanced controls at the time of the installation.

• While awareness is high, only about one-third of customers are 
interested in installing controls in the future, primarily for capabilities 
associated with standalone controls (specifically occupancy sensors).  

Awareness is increasing, but interest in controls remains low

https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/P78_MACI_Comprehensive_Lighting_Inventory_Memo_FINAL_2019.04.17.pdf
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Figure 4-3. Customer awareness of control types 

 

While customers can retrofit some lighting fixtures with controls after they are installed, the most convenient and cost-
effective time to install advanced controls is when installing new LEDs. To understand customers who recently 
installed LEDs but did not include advanced controls as part of their lighting project, the team asked this subset of 
respondents (n=72) if they had been familiar with advanced controls during their decision-making process. Fifty-one 
percent (51%) of customers with recent LED installations were aware of advanced controls at the time of purchase, 
indicating that nearly half of all customers were unaware of advanced controls at the time of installation. When asked 
if they would consider retrofitting their current LED system, about 24% of customers (44% of participants and 16% of 
nonparticipants) would consider retrofitting with LLLC or NLC, which means there are opportunities to generate 
additional savings through retrofit projects especially with participants that have already used program discounts to 
install LED lighting. 

While the general awareness of advanced controls has increased to over 65%, and over 90% of customers are aware 
of standalone controls, currently, only about one-third (37%) of customers are interested in installing any type of 
controls as part of a future lighting project. For those that indicated interest, respondents were asked an open-
response question about what features of controls they are interested in.11 Forty-three percent (43%) of customers 
indicated an interest in capabilities associated with advanced controls, including wireless automation, wi-fi controls, 
the ability to control lighting with their phones, and easy control of all lighting across the building. A larger percentage 
of respondents – approximately 60% – expressed interest in capabilities also associated with standalone controls, 
typically occupancy sensors. Most of these responses mentioned the ability to turn off the lights when no one is in the 
room. Only about 11% of customers specifically noted an interest in saving energy, although many of the other 
reasons are correlated with energy savings. In addition, 27% of customers expressed a desire for guidance or 
support on determining the types of controls that would be appropriate for their space. This points to another 
opportunity for programs to help customers select controls that address their needs and interests and provide 
guidance on the benefits of different types of controls.  

 
11 Open-response questions were post-coded and aligned with specific features and capabilities. Respondents that mentioned multiple capabilities can fit into 

multiple buckets, so the percentages presented will sum to greater than 100%. 
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4.1.3 Barriers 

 

To better understand the barriers to installing and purchasing advanced controls, the DNV team asked customers 
that recently installed LED lighting why they decided not to also install lighting controls. We also asked customers that 
were not interested in installing controls as part of a future lighting installation why they wouldn’t want to include 
controls. Figure 4-4 shows the barriers to installation listed by these customer groups. Both for customers considering 
a lighting project in the future and for customers that recently completed a lighting project, the biggest reason cited for 
not installing advanced controls is that believe they are not applicable to the space type (there are no perceived 
benefits to adding controls). When asked to explain their reasons behind indicating space type, the responses 
seemed to indicate a lack of awareness about the capabilities associated with advanced controls. While lack of 
awareness is the second-largest reason customers who recently completed a lighting project cited for not installing 
controls, this lack of awareness may actually be higher than customers self-reported, based on their perception that 
they are not appropriate for many space types.  

Based on this overlap, we believe that the lack of awareness and understanding of the applicability of advanced 
controls is the biggest reason customers did not or do not plan to install lighting controls as part of a lighting project. 
This presents an opportunity for lighting programs to increase not just the general awareness of controls but the full 
benefits and applicability of advanced controls. Expanding customer understanding of advanced controls can help 
minimize the primary barriers to adoption. In addition to space type and lack of awareness, about one-third of 
customers also expressed a lack of interest in controls, which is likely related to lack of awareness. This lack of 
interest may be correlated with the lack of awareness/understanding, and additional marketing and education may 
also minimize this barrier. 

Beyond the three main barriers, customers identified market actors, not enough savings/value, and cost as other 
barriers to adoption. Interestingly, only 9% of customers that recently completed a lighting project cited cost as a 
barrier, while 37% of customers that are considering a future project cited it as a barrier to future adoption. This could 
indicate that perceived cost is higher than reality. However, it is not surprising that people who recently completed 
project are likely to be more familiar with actual costs that those who are only considering a project in the future, but 
this points again to an opportunity for program marketing and education to help minimize this perceived barrier. 

• The top three reasons customers did not include advanced controls with 
a recent lighting installation are space type, lack of awareness, and lack 
of interest.

• All three primary barriers point to an opportunity for program marketing/ 
education to minimize these barriers and increase understanding of the 
specific applications and benefits of advanced controls.

Customer understanding of controls invites opportunity for growth
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Figure 4-4. Reasons for not including advanced controls  

 

4.1.4 Effective use of controls 

 

The extent to which customers are using controls to their full capabilities impacts overall effectiveness and savings 
potential. Unlike LEDs, which produce instant savings upon installation, the impact of lighting controls varies based 
on how and if customers are using the control system. While the on-site data collected under MA20C09-E-LMC 
indicated a very low adoption of advanced controls, approximately 7% (19 of 103 establishments) of customers self-
reported that they had advanced controls installed at their facility. Of these 7%, 80% reported that they received 
training on how to use their control systems.  

Trainings that customers found useful include adjustments in the form of network updates and operation of basic 
features, but not necessarily in-depth operations configuration of controls. Although nearly all of customers with 
installed controls feel their organization is using them effectively, 60% (67% of participants and 43% of 
nonparticipants) needed to adjust, tune, or reprogram their controls to maintain performance or operation. This 
indicates that customers are aware that they need to adjust their controls systems to effectively use them. 

4.2 Supply side market characterization 
Much of the traditional solid-state lighting market follows a simple supply chain. Understanding the players in this 
supply chain can elucidate areas of influence. Moving through the chain, risk is passed between players, including 
value-add and cost-adders. Figure 4-5 models the supply chain for each category of controls, identifying the key 

• Customers report advanced controls are being used effectively, but 60% 
needed to adjust, tune, or reprogram their controls to maintain 
performance or operation.

• 80% of customers that have advanced controls reported that they 
received training on how to use them.

Customers understand the need to effectively use controls 
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players and their part in the process. This is an illustrative mapping of the supply chain, and there are differences 
depending on the specific market and set of actors. 

The distribution channel has a great deal of influence on the market, due to distributors having access to larger pools 
of capital than contractors and to distributor stocking behaviors. Stocking decisions are driven by the risk of not 
moving product fast enough – or at all – and are often based on backward-looking data on how quickly the distributor 
turned over their stock and at what margin. When the distributor stocks a piece of equipment, they have purchased 
the risk at that stage from the original equipment manufacturer (OEM).  

The sales channel consists of manufacturer’s reps and specifiers, who are often the key players guiding the 
development and decision-making process. They tend to be very small companies, operating on short-term, high-risk 
contracts with manufacturers, with most activity “at-risk” until sales are finalized. Manufacturer’s reps operate with 
what are called “line cards” – products they represent and try to sell to a customer. They have their own product 
knowledge, and some can design a system and influence its price. A noted change in the sales channel area has 
been a move away from smaller line cards of around 30 products, trying to be an “exclusive” supplier, to ones of 
around 190 lines. This creates a potential barrier for advanced lighting controls – for a small company with limited 
access to scalable capital, controls are a small line item relative to the overall project package.  

Technical specifiers are a key element of the competitive bidding process, which is the primary underpinning for the 
interactions between parties. If an end-user is looking to do a gut renovation that includes a lighting design, the point 
of engagement may be an architect who then manages a team of engineers and lighting designers who work to 
specify a lighting design. Design-build specifiers are more common in retrofit scenarios. Contractors do not tend to 
have large amounts of capital on hand and will usually take financing terms. NLC, or advanced lighting controls, has 
more players along the path, such as manufacturer’s representatives and technical specifiers. It also, historically, has 
been nearly exclusive to true new construction and gut renovation scenarios. Architects, engineers, and lighting 
designers drive the process, whereas in a traditional retrofit, the primary driver may be the manufacturer’s rep or an 
ESCO.  

The following subsections present the results of the distributor and manufacturer IDIs and of the contractor web 
survey. They cover awareness and familiarity, market share, market barriers, ways the program can influence 
adoption, and the potential for lighting retrofits. 
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Figure 4-5. Simplified supply chain mapping for categories of controls 
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4.2.1 Awareness and market actor familiarity 

 

When asked if they were familiar with different levels of lighting controls, all lighting manufacturers and distributors were 
familiar with standalone controls, room-based controls, and LLLC. One manufacturer and two distributors were unfamiliar 
with NLC. The DNV team then asked distributors and manufacturers if they stocked, promoted, or manufactured each 
control type. As shown in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7, roughly half (52%) of lighting manufacturers interviewed stock 
standalone controls, but only 19% of lighting manufacturers stock NLC.12 All the lighting distributors interviewed stock 
standalone controls, and 56% stock NLC. While not all market actors’ stock NLC and LLLC, of those that do, the majority are 
also actively promoting them.  

Figure 4-6. Lighting manufacturer (n=21) stocking, promoting, and manufacturing trends for lighting control 
technologies 

 

 
12 Some lighting manufacturers we interviewed do not manufacture controls, but do purchase controls from partnering companies, and will use the stocked controls to 

integrate into the lighting technologies they do manufacture. This could explain why more manufacturers claim to stock standalone controls than manufacture them, 
and why they would promote controls from their partnering companies while not manufacturing the technology themselves. We also interpreted manufacturer 
responses on stocking to refer to products that they manufactured but have not yet shipped. 

• All manufacturers and distributors were familiar with standalone 
controls, room-based controls, and LLLC. All but one manufacturer and 
two distributors were familiar with NLC.

• Not all market actors stock LLLC and NLC, but those that do stock them 
are actively promoting them. In addition, while contractors do not stock 
advanced lighting controls, many are promoting them.

Market actor familiarity is high
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Figure 4-7. Lighting distributor (n=16) stocking and promoting trends for lighting control technologies 

 

When asked if they were familiar with different lighting controls, all 12 contractors interviewed were familiar with standalone 
and room-based controls. Only one contractor was not familiar with the LLLC and NLC categories. Figure 4-8 shows the 
count of contractors that reported promoting and installing different types of controls. Most contractors are actively promoting 
and installing all control types, with the highest volume being standalone and room-based. Three contractors reported not 
promoting, installing, or stocking any LLLC or NLC products.  

Figure 4-8. Contractor (n=12) promotion and installation trends for lighting control technologies 
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4.2.2 Market share 

 

Market share – the percent of total sales – is another key market indicator to understand where the market is headed. To 
understand current market share and to get a sense of market trends and expectations for the future, the DNV team asked 
manufacturers and distributors to estimate market share for each control type for the years 2018, 2021, and 2024. Figure 
4-9 and Figure 4-10 show the findings from the manufacturer and distributor IDIs regarding market share. Manufacturers 
and distributors see manual and standalone controls becoming less prominent in the market as room-based controls, LLLC, 
and NLC expand in market share. LLLC show a notable increase over time, according to these market actors. 

Figure 4-9. Manufacturers estimated market share for lighting control technologies (2018 – 2024) 

 

 

• Both manufacturers and distributors expect the market share of room-
based controls, LLLC, and NLC to expand, while the market for 
standalone controls is expected to decrease.

Market share of advanced controls is expected to increase
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Figure 4-10. Distributors estimated market share for lighting control technologies (2018 –2024) 

 

Other regional sales estimates of lighting controls show similar adoption trends and market characteristics over time for 
advanced lighting controls. The team used data from a collection of Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) electrical 
distributor sales surveys to ascertain lighting controls sales in the Pacific Northwest, as seen in Figure 4-11.13 Advanced 
controls have increased in sales from 2013 to 2019, while the sales of timers have declined over the same period.  

 
13 https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-Savings/Pages/Lighting.aspx  

https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-Savings/Pages/Lighting.aspx
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Figure 4-11. Pacific Northwest BPA controls sales data 

 

As part of the web survey, contractors were asked to estimate the shares of lighting controls equipment that their companies 
installed in 2018 and 2020, and to predict the share of each control type in 2024. Contractors were asked to give estimates 
for both existing building replacements and retrofits and new construction. Figure 4-12 shows these results.  

As shown in Figure 4-12, when asked to think of the lighting fixtures they installed controls for in existing buildings in the 
past and present, and make predictions for the future, contractor respondents reported an increase in both LLLC and NLC 
from 26% in 2018 to 45% in 2024. This is very comparable to the market share estimates provided by distributors and 
manufacturers. According to contractors, room-based controls share is predicted to remain steady through 2024, and the 
greatest change in controls is anticipated to be a decrease in standalone controls from 52% in 2018 to 37% in 2024.  When 
asked to think about the installation of standalone and advanced controls in new construction projects, contractors also 
indicated they expect the share of LLLC and NLC control installations to increase over time, with a 22% increase in market 
share from 2018 to 2021 (32% and 39% of advanced standalone control installations, respectively) and a projected 41% 
increase from 2021 to 2024. 
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Figure 4-12. Contractors (n=9) estimated market share for existing buildings replacements and retrofits lighting 
control technologies (2018 – 2024) 

 

4.2.3 Market barriers 

 

Because advanced lighting control technologies are newer to the market, it is important to understand gaps and barriers so 
the PAs can get ahead of any obstacles to the adoption of these technologies. As shown in Figure 4-13, the barriers 
manufacturers mentioned most frequently were cost (67%), level of incentive offered (52%), and both complicated 
installation and complicated operations for the end user (52%). As one manufacturer explained, while the cost of LEDs has 
decreased in recent years, the cost of controls has not. This deters end-users, as including controls increases the total cost 
of the project by a significant percent. The most frequently mentioned barriers distributors identified were cost (75%), training 
and certification skills for sales workforce (63%), and lack of customer awareness (63%). Distributors did not think the 
complications identified by manufacturers were as much of a barrier to sales and adoption.  

Interestingly, while 56% of distributors see lack of training and certification skills among the installation workforce as a barrier 
to adoption, only 31% of distributors see complicated installation for installers as a barrier. The notable difference in these 
numbers may suggest that the installation of the products themselves is not that complicated, but installers lack the training 
and certification opportunities needed for these types of projects. 

• Over two-thirds of manufacturers and distributors reported that 
cost was the biggest barrier to adoption of advanced controls

• Contractors see fewer barriers to increased adoption

Cost and training are major barriers to increased adoption
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Figure 4-13. Barriers to further sales and adoption advanced control technologies  

 

Interestingly, “lack of awareness” was one of the most frequently mentioned barriers for customers as a reason they did not 
install LLLC or NLC in a recent lighting project. The other two barriers customers mentioned most frequently were space 
type and lack of interest, which can be related to a general lack of awareness of and familiarity with advanced controls, as 
customers may not realize how advanced controls could not only work in their space, but benefit the space as well. Figure 
4-14 shows the barriers contractors identified for each type of control. Like manufacturers, contractors identified complicated 
installations as a barrier to adoption. Interestingly, contractors identified uncertainty of product value and product availability 
as additional barriers, which were not identified by most manufacturers or distributors. An additional point to note, only 8% of 
contractors see room-based controls as having complicated installations, while 33% see NLC as having complicated 
installations. 
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Figure 4-14. Contractor (n=12) barriers to further sales and adoption of room-based, LLLC, and NLC technologies  

 

Contractors are particularly interested in the training and workforce development needed to support the adoption of LLLC 
and NLC systems. They believe that training and the complicated nature of LLLC and NLC can affect adoption. 

 While cost was the most frequently mentioned barrier by manufacturers and distributors as a barrier to adoption, very few 
contractors and customers identified cost as a major barrier. 

However, like manufacturers, distributors, and customers, lack of customer awareness was one of the more frequently 
mentioned barriers by contractors. 

Figure 4-15 shows the number of contractors that indicated different types of barriers associated with training and workforce 
development. In this graph, training/certification includes training/certification skills for the sales workforce, 
training/certification skills for the installation workforce, and training/certification skills for operators. 
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Figure 4-15. Contractor (n=12) barriers in the market with respect to training and workforce development needed to 
support adoption of LLLC and NLC technologies  

 

4.2.4 Types of program influence 

 

Manufacturers and distributors were asked what type of programs they see as the best way to influence the adoption of 
LLLC and NLC technologies. Both groups of market actors believe an upstream approach is the best program for LLLC and 
NLC adoption, however, to date the Upstream Initiative has seen limited savings from fixtures with controls despite high 
incentive levels and success in promoting LED technologies. As manufacturers and distributors are very familiar with the 
upstream model and distributors have years of experience promoting products through this approach, it is not surprising that 
many would expect an upstream program to be influential in promoting control technologies. Respondents identified a self-
install program as least likely to influence the adoption of these technologies. Given the complexity of installing advanced 
controls, a self-install program where the program distributes units directly to the end user would likely only be a viable 
option should that end user have in-house staff or a contractor they would use to do the installation. 

Figure 4-16 shows the percent of distributors and manufacturers that think different program pathways can influence 
adoption. 

• Both manufacturers and distributors believe the upstream pathway 
will influence the adoption of controls

• Manufacturers see per fixture type incentives as having the most 
impact in program success

Upstream is the best sales pathway
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Figure 4-16. Percent of market actors that think different program pathways can influence adoption of advanced 
controls 

 

The DNV team asked manufacturers and distributors where in the supply chain they think programs should intervene to be 
most successful in increasing the adoption of LLLC. Although half of the surveyed manufacturers indicated an upstream 
program design could influence controls adoption, a large share (62%) believe a per-fixture downstream incentive would be 
most impactful. As advanced controls often require more technical skills to install, involve more parties in the supply chain, 
and are less likely to be bought in bulk and stored by contractors for future projects, it is not unexpected that manufacturers 
might see a downstream incentive as a more effective mechanism.  On the other hand, the Upstream Initiative in 
Massachusetts has been very successful at increasing the adoption of LED technologies and is where distributors interact 
with the program.  Thus, it is not surprising that 63% of distributors and half of manufacturers see an upstream design, or 
distributor point-of-sale incentive, as a potentially successful approach. Both market actors agreed that end-user education 
and upstream incentives have a positive influence on adoption and use of these technologies and that salesforce training 
and downstream performance lighting incentives would not be the most successful approaches. Over half of the 
manufacturer’s suggested incentives, end-user education, and contractor training are needed for program intervention 
success. The PAs should ensure education and training are part of program efforts. 

Figure 4-17 illustrates these findings. 
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Figure 4-17. Program intervention success for LLLC 

 

4.2.5 Controls retrofits 

 

Manufacturers and distributors were given a series of six statements regarding retrofits and asked to rate on a scale of 1 to 
5, where 1 is significant decrease and 5 is significant increase or improvement, how they think each of these areas will 
change between now and 2024. Customer requests for new lighting systems or upgrades with integrated controls were the 
highest rated for both groups of market actors, implying that the market share in existing buildings as retrofits or 
replacements will see an upswing in the next few years. For all statements, manufacturers and distributors said that market 
activity in requests, availability, promotions, functionality, and contractor recommendations are expected to improve (>3.00). 

Figure 4-18. Market actor ratings for forecasted degree of change in customer retrofits 2021 – 2024 on a scale of 1-5 

 

• The highest growth for controls is on new lighting system upgrades 
that include integrated controls

Market actors see a growth in the number of controls retrofit
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The DNV team asked contractors to indicate how strongly they agreed on a scale of 1 to 5 with five statements. The survey 
defined the following: 1 indicates that contractors do not agree at all, and 5 means that they completely agree with the 
statement. Our team took the survey responses for each statement and averaged the scores to obtain the scores seen in 

Figure 4-19. Contractors find the Mass Save programs are highly influential in both the adoption and retrofitting of LLLC and 
NLC technologies. They also agree that customers are using LLLC and NLC effectively. However, they are neutral on 
whether customers are interested in LLLC and NLC systems.  

Figure 4-19. Contractor (n=9) ratings for program influence and customer interest in advanced controls  

 

4.3 Products assessment and trajectory 
According to a Lighting Controls Association study,14 the North American smart lighting market reached a value of $2.4 
billion in 2018. The market for smart lighting, or energy efficient lighting systems that can be controlled and operated and 
monitored remotely is projected to reach a value of $7.4 billion by 2024, registering a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 
of 19.6% from 2019 to 2024. Based on this projected growth across the country, it’s important to monitor trends in product 
availability and the trajectory of the market for C&I lighting controls in Massachusetts.  

The adoption of advanced lighting controls in Massachusetts is still low. The recent lighting market characterization study 
(MA20C09-E_LMC) found that the overall saturation of linear LED lighting in the C&I sector in 2020 was 49%, and it is 
expected to increase to around 90% by 2025.15 While distributors and manufacturers indicated that they expect to see 
increased requests from customers to retrofit existing systems with advanced controls only 24% of customers report an 
interest in installing controls on their existing system. It is thus more likely that customers will install advanced controls as 
part of a major lighting renovation project. This creates a situation where the potential savings associated with advanced 
controls as part of a lighting project are less likely to be realized and could be locked out for the lifespan of the new LED 
equipment. Understanding the characteristics and applications of lighting controls products – new LED installations versus 
retrofitting existing systems – will help illuminate the different pathways for generating controls savings.  

There are currently 30 QPL-listed manufacturers of interior NLC and LLLC products across 62 brands and systems (40 NLC, 
22 LLLC) from the active manufacturers. Most manufacturers list more products focused on NLC than LLLC. Most of these 
products have similar capabilities, except that some do not have demand response, plug load controls, color 
changing/tuning, and cybersecurity. The following subsections detail the incremental costs for advanced lighting controls 
and areas for future technology improvements. 

 
14 North America Smart Lighting Market: Industry Trends, Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2019-2024. December 2019. 
15 https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/MA20C09-E-LMC_LightingMarketCharacterization_FinalReport.pdf 
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4.3.1 Incremental costs 

 

As part of its 2020 Luminaire Level Lighting Controls Incremental Cost Study, NEEA segmented LLLC products into two 
overarching categories based on their differing features and price points, nominally called “clever” and “smart” systems. 
“Clever” systems are defined as LLLC that meet basic DLC QPL requirements (high-end trim, dimming, occupancy sensors, 
and photocells) and have “plug and play” fixtures that manufacturers assert require little or no additional programming costs 
upon installation. “Smart” systems include all “clever” capabilities but can also analyze and communicate energy and non-
energy data to inform decision-making processes for a wide variety of Internet of Things (IoT) use cases such as space 
utilization, HVAC optimization, and retail asset tracking. An emerging product subcategory is “clever-hybrid” systems, which 
fall between smart and clever: They include a standalone gateway and provide additional functionality such as energy 
monitoring but lack the full IoT capabilities of a smart system. NEEA found a total incremental cost of $49 per fixture for 
clever systems, $63 per fixture for clever-hybrid systems, and $90 per fixture for smart systems above a standard LED 
luminaire retrofit without controls. The analysis also showed that between 2019 and 2020, there was a 17% decrease in 
incremental cost for clever systems, no change for clever-hybrid, and a 20% decrease for smart systems. However, there is 
a wide range in prices and pricing approaches, including ongoing subscriptions for smart systems. Table 4-3 depicts the 
change in incremental cost of these three system types from the beginning of 2017 to the end of 2020. As shown, over these 
four years, the incremental cost of clever systems fell 28%, clever-hybrid fell 21%, and smart fell 16%. Note that clever and 
clever-hybrid systems were a single system category in 2017. 

Table 4-3. Average incremental per-fixture cost each study year, and percent change between 2017 and 2020  
2017 2018 2019 2020 Percent 

change 

Clever 
LLLC that meet basic Design Lights Consortium 
(DLC) Qualified  
Products List (QPL) requirements 

$68 $51 $59 $49 -28% 

Clever-hybrid 
Includes a standalone gateway and provide 
additional functionality such as energy monitoring yet 
lack the full IoT capabilities of a smart system 

N/A $80 $63 $63 -21% 

Smart 
Includes all “clever” capabilities but can also analyze 
and communicate energy and non-energy data to 
inform decision-making processes for a wide variety 
of IoT use cases 

$107 $156 $113 $90 -16% 

• In the Pacific Northwest, clever lighting systems decreased in price 
by 17% and smart systems decreased by 20%, although the 
incremental cost for these types of fixtures is still above 49%.

The incremental cost for controls is high, but decreasing
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4.3.2 Future technology improvements  

 

To understand future technology, the team asked manufacturers and distributors for their predictions on changes in the 
lighting controls market as well as their own planned changes. The DNV team asked manufacturers if their companies were 
looking to make improvements to existing controls technologies or developing next generation controls technologies in the 
next three years. Most manufacturers (81%) and distributors (69%) indicated that they are looking to make improvements. 
Most commonly, manufacturers mentioned expanding into integrated controls, namely LLLC technology. Distributors expect 
more customer demand for wireless fixtures and advanced controls in the next three years, so they will be increasing their 
supply of those technologies. 

Manufacturers shared several technological improvements they plan on making to their LLLC and NLC products. Several 
manufacturers indicated that interoperability was a barrier for increased market share. They mentioned they will be focusing 
on this area for improvement moving forward. While the security of networked lighting systems was not a priority early on, 
according to one manufacturer, multiple manufacturers indicated they will also be focusing on improving security, as it likely 
slowed uptake among some customer types for whom security is a concern.16 Manufacturers also indicated they will be 
increasing the bandwidth capabilities of some products to increase the capability of networked fixtures to be IoT hubs and 
relays, expanding the type and level of data they can handle as part of a connected building. They also discussed improving 
user interfaces to make them more customer-friendly for owners and tenants who want to exercise direct control and 
improving out-of-the-box setup and commissioning capabilities that are done in the factory. Some manufacturers and other 
market actors mentioned improving controls equipment to ensure they do not interfere with frequencies used by other 
equipment in a building. This was of particular concern in hospitals, where networked controls have been rejected over a 
fear that they will interrupt connectivity for essential equipment. 

4.4 Non-energy impacts 
Given the high commercial electricity rate in Massachusetts, energy savings alone may justify adoption of energy efficient 
equipment. In other cases, additional incentives, or accounting of NEIs may be necessary to justify investment. Additionally, 
in a market where customers are unaware of (or misinformed about) advanced lighting control technologies, NEIs potentially 
outweigh energy savings benefits when consumers are deciding what to buy. To understand NEIs that may be market 
drivers, the team asked both customers and market actors about the NEIs they believe are a result of the adoption and use 
of advanced controls. Questions focused on benefits related to facility and maintenance costs, productivity, revenue, and 
occupant well-being. As shown in Figure 4-20, a large share of manufacturers and distributors believe controls have a 
positive impact on occupant comfort associated operations and maintenance costs, safety (OSHA citations and workers’ 
compensation claims), and waste disposal.17 When asked about other NEIs they might identify through the use of advanced 
controls, both manufacturers and distributors mentioned cybersecurity as an impact; however this is not reflected in the 
figure below. While systems that communicate wirelessly with other building systems have a lower cybersecurity impact, 

 
16 New DLC qualifications make cybersecurity a new requirement in 2022, which is likely a motivating factor for increased focus from manufacturers. 
17 We interpret waste disposal to refer to lighting controls extending the life of lighting fixtures, reducing the number of products requiring disposal.  

• The biggest growth area for technology improvement is in 
integrated controls, like LLLC

• Security is a key concern that manufacturers plan to address

Improvements to existing control technologies are expected
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systems that share or process via the cloud increases security risk. This is expected to be a continued area of focus for 
future improvements. 

Figure 4-20. NEIs applicable to advanced controls 

 

We also asked contractors about NEIs that they believed to be applicable to the adoption and use of advanced controls. As 
shown in Figure 4-21, similar to manufacturers and distributors, contractors believe all types of advanced controls to have a 
positive impact on waste disposal. Occupant comfort was not cited by contractors as an applicable NEI as it was by 
manufacturers and distributors. 

Figure 4-21. Non-energy impacts contractors (n=9) believe are applicable to the adoption and use of advanced 
controls (room-based, LLLC, NLC) compared to having no controls 
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Customer responses to NEIs and the likely impact of controls align with results on the supply side. Figure 4-22 shows NEIs 
associated with the installation of advanced controls, according to customers who have considered installing advanced 
controls alongside an LED retrofit or a new lighting system installation. Responses include both advanced control types. Few 
customers (1% or less) believed one control type to be more impactful alone than both together. Similar to the responses 
from market actors, operations and maintenance, occupant comfort, and waste disposal were the most common NEIs 
associated with the installation of advanced controls.  

Figure 4-22. Areas most likely to be impacted by installation of controls 

 

Figure 4-23 shows the combined responses across all stakeholders regarding NEIs. In the case where there is no bar 
associated with an option, it was not presented to the respondent group as an option. 

Figure 4-23. Combined NEIs identified by all surveyed manufacturers, distributors, contractors, and customers 
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5 FINDINGS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1 Summary of findings 
5.1.1 Current state of the market 

• Customer adoption and saturation are low. Though customers tend to overreport the presence of advanced 
controls and indicated a 7% rate of adoption, on-site data shows less than 1% of customers have advanced 
controls installed in their facilities across Massachusetts. Similarly, less than 1% of lighting fixtures in 
Massachusetts are controlled by advanced controls. However, 15% of lighting fixtures are controlled by standalone 
controls. The remaining fixtures are either always on or controlled by manual switches, representing a large savings 
opportunity should the program be able to influence the adoption of controls, especially at sites already using LED 
lamps and fixtures. A larger share of lighting at participant sites is controlled by advanced or standalone controls 
than non-participant sites, suggesting the program may have influenced the adoption of standalone controls. 

• Though customer awareness is still a barrier to the adoption of controls, overall awareness of advanced 
controls is increasing. Fifty-one percent (51%) of customers that had recently completed a lighting project 
involving LEDs, but not controls, were aware of advanced controls at the time of the project. Project space type and 
lack of interest were commonly cited reasons these customers did not install controls at the same time. As general 
awareness of advanced controls increases, the PAs should ensure customers are educated on the benefits and 
capabilities of LLLCs and NLCs. 

• Cost is a significant barrier, along with a lack of customer awareness about the applicability and 
capabilities of advanced controls. Distributors and manufacturers ranked cost as the primary barrier to increased 
adoption. Customers stated that the primary barriers for advanced controls are that they not applicable to the space 
type (there are no perceived benefits to adding controls) along with a lack of general awareness and a lack of 
interest. These barriers are likely correlated with each other pointing to an opportunity for increased education and 
marketing on the specific benefits associated with controls. Contractors believe that a lack of training on installation 
and commissioning is also a critical barrier in further increasing adoption of advanced controls.  

• Manufacturers are expanding their lighting product portfolios to include advanced controls products, seeing 
this as a growth area, particularly as the traditional fixture replacement market continues to convert at a rapid pace.  

• Manufacturers and distributors see multiple paths for program intervention. The majority of distributors 
believe an upstream delivery mechanism is the best way to influence adoption. Manufacturers, on the other hand, 
saw opportunities from both upstream and downstream approaches. Both groups indicated that program 
interventions that provide end user education would also be beneficial. According to manufacturers and distributors, 
code can be an important driver of LLLC system adoption, especially when code requires features such as demand 
response that LLLC systems can easily accommodate. 

• Market actors and customers view controls as having a positive impact on their facilities beyond energy 
savings. Customers and market actors expect the installation of controls to positively impact operations and 
maintenance costs, occupant comfort, and waste disposal. 

5.1.2 Future market development 
• The team anticipates that lighting controls products will continue to improve and further enable 1) adoption 

of advanced control strategies, including high-end trim and daylight harvesting, 2) lighting load engagement in 
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demand response and/or grid-interactive building-type programs, and 3) provision of key NEIs such as security, 
cybersecurity, and remote diagnostics.  

• Further improvements to installation and commissioning characteristics, particularly for LLLC products, are 
anticipated. These product improvements are expected to increase value and benefits. Further, enabling advanced 
controls strategies on existing LEDs is being addressed by products pursuing the OEM-agnostic, IoT model.  

• Customers cited space type, cost, and lack of interest as the top reasons they would not consider controls 
with a future lighting installation. As manufacturers produce more advanced controls technologies and they 
become more prevalent in the market, the costs will go down. In addition to lower baseline costs, the additional 
rebate incentives will increase the market share among customers who perceive cost as a barrier, and production, 
stocking, and promotion among market actors will see an improvement. 

• For non-participants who have not yet converted to LED technology, the distribution/contractor networks 
appear to be considering LLLC products as the product types most likely to enable maximum adoption of 
advanced connected lighting solutions and avoid stranded savings. 

5.2 Considerations 
• The adoption of advanced lighting controls is also dependent of the adoption of LED technologies, and 

while the saturation of LEDs is continuing to increase rapidly, advanced controls have not experienced this same 
rapid adoption. This is a critical time to influence the market for advanced controls before the market becomes fully 
saturated with LED lighting. Customer awareness of lighting controls has increased over the last several years, but 
the PAs should consider increased marketing and education to promote specific capabilities of advanced 
controls in conjunction with LED lighting to take advantage of the dwindling opportunities to convert 
fixtures to a higher efficiency.  

• Customer awareness and familiarity can be further improved through contractor training. Contractors have 
identified a gap in training and workforce development for both LLLC and NLC. The PAs should consider 
sponsoring training workshops and/or materials to close these gaps.  

• The market of available lighting controls technologies is complex and continuing to evolve. Customers and market 
actors reference control types incongruently. Future research efforts should ask market actors how they 
classify and discuss controls actively in the market. Surveying new and non-traditional manufacturers of 
controls would provide additional insights on available products. 

• Further research efforts should be focused on contractors and customers discussion to expand upon understanding 
the perception and impact of cost before and after purchase and installation. This can be done by talking 
with contractors and customers about their experience by discussing cost as a barrier to the adoption of 
lighting controls. 

• Further research is needed to determine how effectively customers are using controls and what methods 
of training would increase use of controls to their full capabilities. While this report does not delve into energy 
savings associated with control type, the effectiveness with which customers are using controls affects overall 
impact. Few customers responded to the survey question about their motivations for previously installing controls at 
their facility. The PAs should consider conducting further research into customer motivation to shed light 
on what customers are interested in and how to meet their needs. 
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• NEIs are important to the promotion of advanced control systems with end-use customers, though they are 
rarely monetized and included in financial calculations.18 Once performance metering is regularly included with 
most LLLC systems, the reduction in program evaluation costs will likely become an important NEI to the PAs.19 
PAs should consider marketing, customer outreach, and training that highlights NEIs such as occupant 
comfort, reduction in O&M costs, and waste disposal to encourage end-users to install advanced control 
technologies. 

• Continue monitoring how potential changes to program intervention influence the market for controls 
adoption in line with the rapid adoption of LED technologies. With an increase in LED lamps and integrated 
fixtures in the market, the next few years will be critical for monitoring how controls are being implemented. 

 

 
18 Projects currently in progress to address lighting NEIs include https://www.designlights.org/news-events/news/request-for-proposals-non-energy-benefits-of-advanced-

building-controls/rfp-non-energy-benefits-of-advanced-building-controls/ and https://www.ies.org/ies-committees/detail/?committee_id=bd2f321a-0050-cf32-ad36-
0b3cdf909d00 

19 NEEA 2016 Luminaire Level Lighting Controls (LLLC) Market Characterization and Baseline Report  
 

https://www.designlights.org/news-events/news/request-for-proposals-non-energy-benefits-of-advanced-building-controls/rfp-non-energy-benefits-of-advanced-building-controls/
https://www.designlights.org/news-events/news/request-for-proposals-non-energy-benefits-of-advanced-building-controls/rfp-non-energy-benefits-of-advanced-building-controls/
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APPENDIX A. DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 
Survey guides to be inserted when final PDF is created to avoid document corruption/overload. 
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1 SUMMARY OF SURVEY OBJECTIVES 

1.1 Contractor Web Survey and Follow-Up IDIs 
Sample Size: 50 
Anticipated timing (survey length) ~15 minutes 
Anticipated timing (in/out of field) 3-4 weeks 
Method of data collection: Online survey  

Question or Section  
Instrument Goal 

CS1-CS8 
 Intro: Introduce survey effort and ensure firm is eligible and correct contact is 
taking the survey. Understand size and number of projects to be used for 
weighting. 

CS9-CS11  Program Awareness: Respondents’ familiarity with and participation in PA 
programs 

CS9-CSS32 

Market Share Estimates:  

• Assess whether changes due to COVID in 2020 had impacts on their 
business and total volume of lighting products sold in 2020 and how the 
program affected 2020 sales  

• Estimate current share of lamp technologies within an application type 
(example TLEDs were 60% of 2020 ambient linear installations and LEDs 
with integrated fixtures were 24%.) 

• Assess whether installation shares in 2020 differ from expectations 
coming into 2020 

• Assess how installation shares would change absent the program in 2020 
• Forecast installation shares in 2022 and 2024 with and without the 

program 

CS36-CS37 Sales Stream: Where contractors are purchasing their equipment 

CS38-CS51 

Lighting Controls: Assess awareness, stocking, promotions and installations of 
moderate and advanced controls in the past, present and future. Assess barriers 
to adoption of controls and gather contractor’s thoughts on the state of the 
market. 

CS52-CS53 Conclusion: Gather contact information for online-survey gift card and follow up 
interview 
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1.2 Manufacturer & Distributor In-Depth Interview 
Sample Size: 20 manufacturers, 16 distributors 
Anticipated timing (survey length) 30 minutes 
Anticipated timing (in/out of field) 3-4 weeks 
Method of data collection: In-depth Interview  

Question or Section  
Instrument Goal 

MD1-MD4 Intro: Introduce survey effort and ensure firm is eligible and correct contact is 
taking the survey 

MD5-MD7 Sales Verification: Verification of 2019 program sales and estimate of total LED 
sales 

MD8-MD13 

LED Sales Volume Estimates (focusing on volume as 2019 focused on market 
share) 

• Assess whether changes due to COVID in 2020 had impacts on their 
business and total volume of lighting products sold in 2020 and how the 
program affected 2020 sales  

• Estimate % change in volume, from a 2019 baseline, in 2020, 2022, and 
2024 if programs continued or ended 

• Gather respondents’ thoughts on why they see a difference in future sales 
in the two scenarios, by equipment type 

MD14-MD16 

NTG Integration: Gather information from upstream participant distributors on 
how they believe the timing, efficiency, and quantity of LED sales in 2019 would 
have been different without the program.  

• Timing: What % of sales would have occurred, earlier, at the same time, 
later, never 

• Quantity: What percent of the lamps purchased through the program in 
2019 would have been purchased absent the program 

• Efficiency: What percent of lamps sold would be standard/code, program 
eligible/ in between 

MD17-MD26 

Controls:  

• Assess awareness, stocking, promotions and manufacturing of moderate 
and advanced controls.  

• Assess the market’s familiarity with and promotion of advanced controls.  
• Assess trajectories for equipment costs, savings potential, and market 

share of controls 
• Assess barriers to adoption of controls 
• Discuss approaches to program support 
• Distributor and Manufacturer opinions on the state of the market- how 

indicators (customer requests, promotions, control functionality etc.) will 
change between now and 2024 
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1.3 Customer Phone Re-Visit 
Sample Size: 110 (276 existing contacts, anticipate 40% recruitment for follow up) 
Anticipated timing (survey length) 20-30 minutes, will vary based on any changes at sites 
Anticipated timing (in/out of field) 4-6 weeks 
Method of data collection: IDI by Field Engineers   

Question or Section  
Instrument Goal 

CS1-CS3 
Installed Lighting Questions: Determine if the customer has made changes to 
their lighting since our 2018/2019 site visits and discuss the changes made. If 
there are no changes we will verify the information we have 

CS4-CS7 
T12 Specific Questions: Asking follow up questions with customers who had 
T12s installed during previous visits. Gather information on source of T12s and 
replacement plans. 

CS8-CS22 

Lighting Controls  

• Familiarity with controls 
• Installation of controls in their facility, motivation to install, training and 

utilization 
• Assess why customers with LED systems did not install controls at the 

time of installation and interest in advanced control retrofits 
• Customers interest in installing controls in future system 

upgrades/renovations 
• Barriers to future control installations 

CS23 
• Ask respondents that have had significant lighting changes since the site 

visit whether we can contact them for a virtual or on-site visit to verify the 
changes we discussed 
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1.5 Contractor Web Survey Guide 
Objective: The key objective for this effort is to estimate how much the program is influencing market 
share across ambient linear, high/low bay, and building exterior/outdoor lighting applications. While 
distributors have insights into the market through the Upstream Initiative, we expect contractors have 
additional insights on all program efforts and the larger market, both from their interactions with distributors 
and other market actors, and the end users. While screw-based lighting is not the main focus of this survey, 
we will include simplified questions to verify that LEDs still dominate the screw-based market. We will also 
conduct a subset of follow-up IDIs with respondents.  

In addition to the lighting questions, we have also included questions to support the lighting controls market 
research. 

Sample Design: We purchased data from Data Axle (formerly InfoGroup) that includes all establishments 
in MA that are listed with a SIC code 1731 – Electrical Work. This dataset includes 7,633 unique 
establishments. We are working to filter this list to focus only on electrical contractors and to compare that 
list to other sources of data to ensure it captures the target population. Depending on the size of the sample 
frame, we will select a random sample of contractors, including DI vendors, to participate in the survey 
efforts. We expect to complete about 50 web surveys with contractors. 

Implementation: This instrument will be delivered as an online survey.  As such, question formats will be 
adapted from this format to accommodate the visual ability possible on a web-based platform.  These format 
changes can include features such as hover-over or single click definitions for terms, visual images to 
increase comprehension of items, and display of only the items identified through skip patterning for the 
respondent. To incentivize participation, respondents will also be offered a $25 gift card to participate in the 
web survey. Respondents will also be offered an additional $100 incentive to participate in a follow-up IDI 
aimed at further exploring information they provided in the web survey.  
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1.5.1 Introduction 
DNV GL is conducting this survey on behalf of the Sponsors of Mass Save® regarding their programs, which 
support the sale and adoption of efficient lighting products in commercial and industrial facilities across the 
state. We are looking to understand the market for different lighting technologies and how energy efficiency 
programs are supporting the adoption of LED technologies.    

In recognition of your time, a $25 e-gift card will be emailed to you upon successful completion of this 
survey.  Additionally, a $100 gift card will be available to those who are willing to participate in and are 
selected for a follow-up phone conversation. Please ensure that your correct information is listed in this 
survey to receive the $25 e-gift card and for us to be able to contact you later, making you eligible for the 
additional $100 gift card. Thank you for taking the time to provide this valuable information. 

CS1. Does your company provide lighting contractor services? (Explanation: Your company primarily 
works in electrical installations, upgrades, and retrofits, and performs a significant amount of lighting 
installation, upgrades, or retrofits?) [SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes CS3 
02 No CS2 

 

CS2. [IF CS1=2] What is the primary function of your company? [OPEN RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01  Thank and Terminate 

* Response to be reviewed with possible follow up email to respondent 

CS3. We do not want to take up the essential time of those providing healthcare services during this 
critical time. Does your company provide medical care to individuals or a community? [SINGLE 
RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes Thank and Terminate 
02 No CS4 

 

CS4. We are interested in understanding the types of lighting technologies you typically install as a part of 
C&I lighting projects. Are you familiar with different types of lighting equipment? This can include Linear 
LEDs (TLEDs), LED Integrated Fixtures, High/Low Bay Lamps, and Fluorescent T5s, T8s, and T12s. 
[SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes, I am familiar. CS6 
02 No, I am not familiar. CS5 

 

CS5. [IF CS4= 2] Can you please provide the contact information for the person at your company who is 
most familiar with the C&I lighting work that your company conducts? 

Response ID Response Response Field 
A Name  
B Position  
C Email  
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D Phone  

* Thank and Terminate 

 

CS6. You indicated that your company provides lighting contractor services. How often do you provide 
those services to commercial or industrial customers (C&I) as opposed to residential customers? 
[SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 My company primarily serves C&I customers CS7 
02 My company does some work with C&I customers  CS7 
03 My company rarely, if ever, serves C&I customers Thank and Terminate 
98 Don’t know CS7 

 

CS7. Including new construction, major renovation, retrofit, and replacement, about how many C&I 
lighting projects did your company complete in Massachusetts in 2019 (Project Definition: lighting 
installations/replacements at a unique establishment)? [SLIDER] 

Response ID Response Action 
01  CS8 

 

CS8. Of the C&I lighting projects your company completed in Massachusetts in 2019, what percent of 
those project were new construction or major renovation (Definition: requires pulling a permit or 
complying with building codes) versus a lighting retrofit or replacement project? 

Response ID Response Response 
01 New construction or major renovation __% 
02 Lighting retrofit or replacement __% 
03 Don’t Know __% 

 

1.5.2 Program Awareness 
 

CS9. Prior to this survey, how familiar were you with the following initiatives offered by the Sponsors of 
Mass Save® listed below? [LIKERT SCALE] Please use the scale below to rate your awareness before 
this survey: 

1 – Unfamiliar 
2 – Somewhat familiar 
3 – Familiar 
4 – Very familiar 

  1 2 3 4 
A Discounted pricing on energy-efficient lighting for 

contractors and commercial customers offered by 
participating distributors through the Massachusetts Bright 
Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting Program (Commercial 
Upstream) 

    

B Financial incentives/rebates offered by The Sponsors of 
Mass Save® for energy-efficient lighting measures and 
controls (Not Upstream)  

    

[If A or B > 1, go to CS10, else go to CS12] 
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CS10. You indicated that you were at least somewhat familiar with lighting programs offered by the 
Sponsors of Mass Save®. Has your company ever participated in any of these programs? 

  Yes No N/A 
A Discounted pricing on energy-efficient lighting for 

contractors and commercial customers offered by 
participating distributors through the Massachusetts Bright 
Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting Program (Commercial 
Upstream) 

   

B Financial incentives/rebates offered by the Sponsors of Mass 
Save® for energy-efficient lighting measures and controls 
(Not Upstream)  

   

 

CS11. [IF CS10A or CS10B = Yes] Approximately what percent of the C&I lighting projects that your 
company completed in Massachusetts in 2019 received discounts or rebates from either of the initiatives 
offered by the Sponsors of Mass Save®? 

Response ID Response Action 
01 __% CS11 

 

1.5.3 Market Share Estimates 
[Programmer note: Insert application definitions with pictures as popup in the following questions, wherever 
the matrix including these types is included] 

Ambient linear technologies: LAMPS AND FIXTURES USED IN COMMON RECESSED, SUSPENDED, OR 
SURFACE-MOUNTED FIXTURES INTENDED TO PROVIDE AMBIENT LIGHTING IN SETTINGS SUCH AS OFFICE 
SPACES, SCHOOLS, RETAIL STORES, AND OTHER COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENTS. THESE INCLUDE BOTH 
TUBULAR LAMPS AS WELL AS FIXTURES. 
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High bay/low bay lighting: THESE INCLUDE PENDENT, RECESSED, OR SURFACE-MOUNTED FIXTURES 
SPECIFIC FOR INDOOR HIGH CEILING SPACES WITH THE HIGH BAYS FOR INSTALLATIONS HIGHER THAN 
25 FEET AND THE LOW BAYS FOR INSTALLATIONS 25 FEET OR LOWER. 

 

Outdoor/exterior lighting: THESE INCLUDE LIGHTS OR FIXTURES FOR USE OUTDOORS OR IN 
LOCATIONS OPEN TO ELEMENTS LIKE BUILDING EXTERIORS, PARKING GARAGES, OR WIDE-OPEN SPACES 

 

 

We are interested in better understanding the overall market for LED technologies, especially in the larger 
C&I lighting applications including ambient linear, high & low bay, and building exterior/outdoor (including 
parking lots and garages). For the purposes of this study, we are not interested in street lighting, stadium 
lighting or traditionally screw-based lighting like a-lamps, small reflectors, track lighting, or decorative 
lighting. 

CS12. Pivoting now to 2020 and thinking about all the ambient linear, high & low bay, and building 
exterior/outdoor lighting installations across all the projects your company completed within the C&I 
sector in Massachusetts, approximately what percent of the total lamp/fixtures installations were 
installed across these specific C&I lighting applications? When estimating the share for each application, 
please consider all equipment technologies (LED and non-LED) and report in terms of number of lamps 
or fixtures, not as dollars or sales revenue. The total across applications should sum to 100%. (Hover 
over images for definitions and information about the technologies) 
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Response ID Application % of 2020 
Installations 

A Ambient Linear  
B High/Low Bay  
C Building Exterior/Outdoor  
 Total 100% 

 *PROGRAMMER NOTE: ENSURE THAT ALL APPLICATIONS SUM TO 100%. 

CS13. 2020 has been an unusual year for a variety of reasons. How does the total quantity of 
lamps/fixtures that your company installed in the C&I sectors in Massachusetts in 2020 compare to 2019? 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Sales in 2020 were less than they were in 2019 CS14 
02 Sales in 2020 were about the same as they were in 2019 CS16 
03 Sales in 2020 were higher than they were in 2019 CS14 
004 Prefer not to answer CS18 

 

CS14. [IF CS13 = 01 or 03] By what percent [if CS13 = 01] less [CS13 = 03] higher have sales been in 
the C&I sectors in Massachusetts in 2020 compared to 2019?  

Response ID Response Action 
01 __%  CS15 

 

CS15. [IF CS13 = 01 or 03] What do you believe is the primary driver for this change in sales from recent 
years?  

Response ID Response Action 
01 __ CS16 

 

CS16. For many businesses and individuals, 2020 has been a very challenging year.  For other industries 
and businesses there has been little change from previous years.  Outside of changes in sales, has your 
company experienced any changes in 2020 because of these challenges? [SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes [EXPLAIN] CS17 
02 No CS18 

 

CS17. How long do you expect these changes to impact your company’s operations? [SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Operations are already back to normal CS18 
02 Less than 1 year CS18 
03 1-2 years CS18 
04 3-5 years CS18 
05 More than 5 years CS18 
98 Don’t know CS18 
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The following questions focus on the share of specific equipment categories within each of the large lighting 
applications. Please only consider installations that you have completed in the C&I sectors in Massachusetts. 
This includes new construction, major renovation, and lighting retrofit or replacement. Think about all the 
lighting projects you completed in 2020 and answer the questions thinking about the lamps or fixtures you 
installed within each application. [PROGRAMMER NOTE: KEEP THIS TEXT AT THE TOP OF THE SCREEN FOR 
ALL RELATED QUESTIONS AS STANDALONE TEXT] 

 

1.5.4 Ambient Linear 
CS18. [IF CS12A = 0% Skip to CS23] Please estimate the share of lighting equipment that your company 

installed in 2020 in the Ambient Linear application. Remember that ambient linear refers to lamps and 
fixtures used in common recessed, suspended, or surface-mounted fixtures intended to provide ambient 
lighting in settings such as office spaces, schools, retail stores, and other commercial environments. 
These include both tubular lamps as well as fixtures. 

Response ID Equipment Type % of 2020 Ambient 
Linear Installations 

01 LED Fixtures w/Integrated Controls  
02 LED Fixtures (no tubes)  
03 Tubular LEDs (TLEDs)  
04 Fluorescent T5s  
05 Fluorescent T8s  
06 Fluorescent T12s  
97 Other  
 Total 100% 

 

CS19. [IF CS18 05 > 0%] Of the Fluorescent T8 lamps and fixtures that your company installed in 2020, 
what percent were high performance or low-wattage T8s versus standard T8? 

Response ID Equipment Type % of T8 Installations 
01 High-Performance/Low Watt Fluorescent T8s  
02 Standard Fluorescent T8s  
 Total 100% 

 

CS20. As a reminder, the Sponsors of Mass Save® have been providing discounts on energy efficient 
lighting products for many years. We would like you to imagine a hypothetical scenario where those 
programs that offer discounts on energy-efficient lighting ended at the end 2019. Do you think that the 
mix of ambient linear technologies that your company would have installed would look different in 2020 
without these programs? [HOVER TEXT: We understand that things may have looked different in 2020 
than in 2019, but we are asking you to think about how things actually looked in 2020 versus how they 
might have looked if lighting programs did not exist.] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes CS21 
02 No CS22 
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CS21. [If CS20 = 1] What is the share of equipment that your company would have installed in 2020 in the 
Ambient Linear application if the programs that offer discounts on energy-efficient lighting ended at 
the end 2019? 

Response ID Equipment Type % of 2020 Ambient 
Linear Installations – 
PROGRAM 

% of 2020 Ambient 
Linear Installations – 
Absence of discount 
programs 

01 LED Fixtures w/Integrated Controls Include response CS18  
02 LED Fixtures (no tubes) Include response CS18  
03 Tubular LEDs (TLEDs) Include response CS18  
04 Fluorescent T5s Include response CS18  
05 Fluorescent T8s Include response CS18  
06 Fluorescent T12s Include response CS18  
97 Other Include response CS18  
 Total 100% 100% 

 

CS22. We would like you to think about ambient linear installations in 2022 and 2024 in two different 
scenarios: one where the programs that offer discounts on energy-efficient lighting continue as-is and 
one where those programs ended at the end 2019. Please estimate what the share of ambient linear 
installations would be, by technology type, across time and between scenarios. For convenience, we 
aggregated all fluorescent technologies into a single category.  

  2022 2024 
Response 
ID 

Equipment Type  Discount 
programs 
continue 

Absence of 
discount 
programs 

Discount 
programs 
continue 

Absence of 
discount 
programs 

01 LED Fixtures w/Integrated Controls     
02 LED Fixtures (no tubes)     
03 Tubular LEDs (TLEDs)     
04 Linear Fluorescent     
97 Other     
 Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 

1.5.5 High/Low Bay 
CS23. [IF CS12B = 0% Skip to CS27] Please estimate the share of lighting equipment that your company 

installed in 2020 in the High/Low Bay application. Remember that high/low bay fixtures include 
pendent, recessed, or surface-mounted fixtures specific for indoor high ceiling spaces with the high bays 
for installations higher than 25 feet and the low bays for installations 25 feet or lower. 

Response ID Equipment Type % of 2020 High/Low 
Bay Installations 

01 LED High Bay/Low Bay (Mogul, UFO)  
02 LED Fixtures  
03 Tubular LEDs (TLEDs)  
04 Fluorescent T5 High/Low Bay  
05 Fluorescent T8 High/Low Bay  
06 Fluorescent T12 High/Low Bay  
07 HID or Metal Halide  
97 Other  
 Total 100% 

 

CS24. As a reminder, the Massachusetts electric utilities and energy efficiency service providers as the 
Sponsors of Mass Save® have been providing discounts on energy efficient lighting products for many 
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years. We would like you to imagine a hypothetical scenario where those programs that offer discounts 
on energy-efficient lighting ended at the end 2019. Do you think that the equipment shares of 
high/low bay lighting technologies that your company would have installed would look different in 
2020 without these programs? [HOVER TEXT: We understand that things may have looked different in 
2020 than in 2019, but we are asking you to think about how things actually looked in 2020 versus how 
they might have looked if lighting programs did not exist.] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes CS25 
02 No CS26 

 

CS25. [If CS24 = 1] What is the share of equipment that your company would have installed in 2020 in the 
high/low bay application if the programs that offer discounts on energy-efficient lighting ended at the 
end 2019?  

Response ID Equipment Type % of 2020 High/Low Bay 
Installations - PROGRAM 

% of 2020 High/Low 
Bay Installations – 
Absence of discount 
programs  

01 LED High Bay/Low Bay (Mogul, UFO) CS23  
02 LED Fixtures CS23  
03 Tubular LEDs (TLEDs) CS23  
04 Fluorescent T5 High/Low Bay CS23  
05 Fluorescent T8 High/Low Bay CS23  
06 Fluorescent T12 High/Low Bay CS23  
07 HID or Metal Halide CS23  
97 Other CS23  
 Total 100% 100% 

 

CS26. We would like you to think about your future High/Low Bay installations in 2022 and 2024 in two 
different scenarios: one where the programs that offer discounts on energy-efficient lighting continue 
as-is and one where those programs ended at the end 2019. Please estimate what the share of high/low 
installations would be, by technology type, across time and between scenarios. For convenience, we 
aggregated all fluorescent technologies into a single category.  

  2022 2024 
Response 
ID 

Equipment Type Discount 
programs 
continue 

Absence of 
discount 
programs 

Discount 
programs 
continue 

Absence of 
discount 
programs 

01 LED High Bay/Low Bay (Mogul, UFO)     
02 LED Fixtures     
03 Tubular LEDs (TLEDs)     
04 Fluorescent High/Low Bay     
05 HID or Metal Halide     
97 Other     
 Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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1.5.6 Building Exterior/Outdoor 
CS27. [IF CS12C = 0% Skip to CS31] Please estimate the share of lighting equipment that your company 

installed in 2020 in the Building Exterior/Outdoor application. Remember that the building 
exterior/outdoor application include lights or fixtures for use outdoors or in locations open to the 
elements like building exteriors, parking garages, or wide-open spaces. These can include wall-
mounted/pole/arm-mounted area fixtures, landscape/accent/architectural floods and spot, and parking 
garage and fuel pump canopy luminaires.  

Response ID Equipment Type % of 2020 Building 
Exterior/Outdoor 
Installations 

01 LED Exterior (Mogul, Canopy, Floods)  
02 LED Fixtures  
03 Tubular LEDs (TLEDs)  
04 Fluorescent T5   
05 Fluorescent T8   
06 Fluorescent T12   
07 HID or Metal Halide  
97 Other  
 Total 100% 

 

CS28. As a reminder, the Massachusetts electric utilities and energy efficiency service providers as the 
Sponsors of Mass Save® have been providing discounts on energy efficient lighting products for many 
years. We would like you to imagine a hypothetical scenario where those programs that offer discounts 
on energy-efficient lighting ended at the end 2019. Do you think that the equipment shares of Building 
Exterior/Outdoor lighting technologies that your company would have installed would look different in 
2020 without these programs? [HOVER TEXT: We understand that things may have looked different in 
2020 than in 2019, but we are asking you to think about how things actually looked in 2020 versus how 
they might have looked if lighting programs did not exist.] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes CS29 
02 No CS30 

 

CS29. [If CS28 = 1] What is the share of equipment that your company would have installed in 2020 in the 
Building Exterior/Outdoor application if the programs that offer discounts on energy-efficient lighting 
ended at the end 2019? 

Response ID Equipment Type % of 2020 High/Low Bay 
Installations - PROGRAM 

% of 2020 High/Low 
Bay Installations –
Absence of discount 
programs 

01 LED Exterior (Mogul, Canopy, Floods) CS27  
02 LED Fixtures CS27  
03 Tubular LEDs (TLEDs) CS27  
04 Fluorescent T5  CS27  
05 Fluorescent T8  CS27  
06 Fluorescent T12  CS27  
07 HID or Metal Halide CS27  
97 Other CS27  
 Total 100% 100% 
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CS30. We would like you to think about your future Building Exterior/Outdoor installations in 2022 and 
2024 in two different scenarios: one where the programs that offer discounts on energy-efficient lighting 
continue as-is and one where those programs ended at the end 2019. Please estimate what the share of 
building exterior/outdoor installations would be, by technology type, across time and between scenarios. 

  2022 2024 
Response 
ID 

Equipment Type  Discount 
programs 
continue 

 Absence of 
discount 
programs 

 Discount 
programs 
continue 

 Absence of 
discount 
programs 

01 LED Exterior (Mogul, Canopy, Floods)     
02 LED Fixtures     
03 Tubular LEDs (TLEDs)     
04 Fluorescent Tubes     
06 HID or Metal Halide     
97 Other     
 Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

1.5.7 Screw-Based Lighting 
CS31. We are going to shift gears temporarily and ask about C&I lighting that traditionally would fit into a 

screw-based application. This can include a-lines, decoratives, small reflectors, or track lighting. Do you 
still install any non-LED technology in this application in the C&I sector in Massachusetts? [SINGLE 
RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes CS32 
02 No CS33 
98 Don’t know CS33 

 

CS32. Approximately what percent of screw-based lighting that you install in the MA C&I sector is LEDs? 
[SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 __% CS33 
98 Don’t know CS33 

 

1.6 LED Volume 
CS33. So far, we have been asking how the market share for different equipment types would change with 

and without the program. Now we would like you to think about how much the program influences how 
many LEDs you installed (and will install) in 2020 in the C&I sector in Massachusetts. Considering 
ambient linear, high/low bay, and building exterior/outdoor lighting applications all together, would the 
total volume of LEDs that you installed be different if the programs that offer discounts on energy-
efficient lighting ended at the end 2019? [SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes CS34 
02 No CS35 
98 Don’t know CS35 
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CS34. Recognizing that 2020 has been a challenging year for many, approximately what percent more 
LEDs did you install (and will install) in 2020 in the C&I sector in Massachusetts because of the programs 
that offer discounts on energy-efficient lighting? [SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Application % More LEDS due to 
Program 

A Ambient Linear % 
B High/Low Bay % 
C Building Exterior/Outdoor % 

 

CS35. Recognizing that 2020 has been a difficult year for many, if 2020 had been a more typical year, 
approximately what percent more LEDs would you have installed in 2020 in the C&I sector in 
Massachusetts assuming programs that offer discounts on energy-efficient lighting were still available? 

Response ID Application % More LEDS 
A Ambient Linear % 
B High/Low Bay % 
C Building Exterior/Outdoor % 

 

1.7 Sales Stream 
CS36. Thinking about all the ambient linear, high/low bay, and building exterior/outdoor equipment that 

your company installed in 2020 in the C&I sector in Massachusetts, how much of it will come from online 
ordering versus in-person or over the phone? [SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 __% CS37 
98 Don’t know CS37 

 

CS37. From which types of suppliers do you purchase C&I lighting equipment on behalf of your clients?  

Response ID Response Percentage 
01 Lighting Distributors  
02 Directly from the Manufacturer  
03 Discount/Local Hardware Stores  
04 Home Improvement Stores (ex: Home Depot, Lowes)  
05 “Big-Box” Superstores (ex: Walmart)  
06 Online Only Retailers (ex: Amazon) [SPECIFY]  
97  Other [SPECIFY]  
  100% 

 

1.8 Lighting Controls 
CS38. We are going to shift gears now and end the survey with a few questions about lighting controls. For 

the purposes of this survey, we have defined lighting controls in five categories: basic controls, stand-
alone sensor controls, room-based sensor controls, luminaire-level lighting controls and networked 
lighting controls. However, our questions will be primarily focused on the more advanced categories of 
controls. The basic and stand-alone definitions are provided as a reference point. [INFORMATION ONLY] 

Basic Controls Stand-alone Room-based Luminaire-level Networked 
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Sensor Controls Controls Lighting Controls 
(LLLC) 

Lighting Controls 
(NLC) 

Manual switch, 
manual dimmer, 
time clock 

Occupancy sensor, 
daylight sensor 

Code-compliant 
“kits” with 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
may have high-end 
trim; networking 
within zone only; 
fixtures operate as 
a group 

Wireless networked 
fixture-level 
integrated 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
high-end trim; 
fixtures can be 
controlled 
independently or as 
a zone 

Wired or wireless 
networked 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
high-end trim; 
fixtures can be 
controlled 
independently or as 
a zone 

 

 

CS39. Prior to this survey, were you familiar with the different levels of lighting controls? [CHECKBOX] 
Response ID Control Type Response Option 
A Stand-alone Controls [Yes / No / Don’t Know] 
B Room-based Controls [Yes / No / Don’t Know] 
C  LLLC Controls [Yes / No / Don’t Know] 
D NLC Controls [Yes / No / Don’t Know] 

 

CS40. [IF CS39 A, B, and C = No/Don’t Know] Can you please provide the contact information for the 
person at your company who is most familiar with the C&I lighting controls? 

Response ID Response Response Field 
A Name  
B Position  
C Email  
D Phone  

 *Proceed to CS52 

CS41. Do you stock, promote, or install these control types? [MULTIPLE CHECKBOX MATRIX] 
Response ID Control Type Response Option 
A Basic Controls [Stock / Actively Promote / Install / None] 
B Stand-alone Controls [Stock / Actively Promote / Install / None] 
C Room-based Controls [Stock / Actively Promote / Install / None] 
D LLLC Controls [Stock / Actively Promote / Install / None] 
E NLC Controls [Stock / Actively Promote / Install / None] 

 
 
CS42. [If CS37D or CS73E= Install] Regarding the LLLC and NLC controls you work with, do install and the 

enabling software and platforms and program the initial control strategies with the customer? 
Response ID Control Type Response Option 
A Install only  
B Install and program  
C Do not install or program the software component  

 
CS43. [If CS37D or CS73E= Install] Does the installation of LLLC and NLC controls require unique skills 

compared to other controls?  
Response ID Control Type Response Option 
A Yes Please Describe________ 
B No  
C Don’t Know  
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CS44. Do you see any barriers in the market with respect to training and workforce development needed to 

support the adoption of LLLC and NLC controls? If so, please identify barriers you see in the market. 
Respon
se ID 

Barriers 
LLLC/NLC Controls 

1 No barriers  
2 Training/certification skills for sales workforce  
3 Training/certification skills for installation 

workforce 
 

4 Training/certification skills for operators  
5 Special tools or data required to sell products  
6 Product-related language unfamiliar to the 

market (awareness)  
7 Complicated products to 

understand/promote/sell  
8 Complicated specifications to follow-through on  
97 Other Barriers [Specify]________  

 
 
CS45. Thinking about the lighting fixtures that you have installed controls on in existing buildings, either 

through lamp replacements or as retrofits to an existing lighting system, what do you estimate is the 
share of fixtures with these lighting controls that you sold or installed in the past (2018), today, and in 
the future (2024). For this question, please only consider stand-alone, room-based, LLLC, and NLC 
control sales and installations. [SINGLE RESPONSE MATRIX]] 

Res
pon
se 
ID 

Control Type 2018 Present 2024 

A Stand-alone controls [CS45_SA_Share_
Past] 

[CS45_SA_Shar
e_Pres] 

[CS45_SA_Share_Fut] 

B Room-based Controls [CS45_RM_Share_
Past] 

[CS45_RM_Shar
e_Pres] 

[CS45_RM_Share_Fut] 

C LLLC Controls [CS45_LLLC_Shar
e_Past] 

[CS45_LLLC_Sh
are_Pres] 

[CS45_LLLC_Share_Fut] 

D NLC Controls [CS45_NLC_Share
_Past] 

[CS45_NLC_Sh
are_Pres] 

[CS45_NLC_Share_Fut] 

 
CS46. Thinking about the controls you have installed in new construction or in major building renovations, 

what do you estimate is the share of these lighting controls (by total number of fixtures) that you sold or 
installed in the past (2018), today, and in the future (2024). For this question, please only consider 
stand-alone, room-based, LLLC, and NLC control sales and installations. [SINGLE RESPONSE MATRIX]] 

Resp
onse 
ID 

Control Type 2018 Present 2024 

A Room-based Controls [CS45_RM_Share_Pa
st] 

[CS45_RM_Share_
Pres] 

[CS45_RM_Share_Fut] 

B LLLC Controls [CS45_LLLC_Share_P
ast] 

[CS45_LLLC_Shar
e_Pres] 

[CS45_LLLC_Share_Fut] 

C NLC Controls [CS45_NLC_Share_P
ast] 

[CS45_NLC_Share
_Pres] 

[CS45_NLC_Share_Fut] 

 
 

 
CS47. What barriers, if any, do you see for the further adoption of room-based, LLLC, and NLC controls. 

Please check all barriers that apply.  [MULTIPLE CHECKBOX MATRIX] 
 
Response 
ID 

Barriers Room-based/ LLLC/ 
NLC controls 

1 No Barriers  
2 Lack of Customer Awareness  
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3 Lack of Customer Interest  
4 Too Expensive (Cost)  
5 Product Availability  
6 Uncertainty of Product Value  
7 Not Enough Savings  
8 Complicated Installations 

(Installers)  

9 Complicated Product to 
Operate (End User)  

10 Level of incentives offered  
11 Requirements to receive 

incentives is too complicated 
or restrictive 

 

12 Cybersecurity concerns  
97 Other [SPECIFY]  

 
CS48. Do you think barriers differ between control types (room-based, LLLC, NLC) or between controls 

installed with new lamp and fixture installations or replacements versus controls retrofit on existing 
lamps and fixtures? 

CS49.  
Response 
ID 

Barriers Response Option 

1 No differences  
2 Yes- Please describe  
3  Don’t Know  

 
 

 
CS50. For the following statements, please indicate how strongly you agree with the statement on a scale 

from 1 to 5. ‘1’ indicates that you do not agree at all and ‘5’ means that you completely agree with the 
statement.  

 
For example, for the first question “Customers have expressed interest in Advanced Controls” you would 
answer ‘1’ if no customers have expressed interest.  If some have expressed interest you might answer 
‘2’ or ‘3’ and if there is strong or overwhelming interest from customers about these you would answer a 
‘5’. 
 

Response ID Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
01 Customers have expressed interest in LLLC or NLC controls .      
02 Customers with existing LED systems have expressed interest in 

retrofitting their lighting system to include LLLC or NLC controls 
     

03 Mass Save Programs are influential in the adoption of  LLLC/NLC 
controls 

     

04 Mass Save Programs are influential in the LLLC/NLC control retrofits      
05 Customers with advanced LLLC/NLC controls are using the controls 

effectively 
     

 
 

 
CS51. Beyond energy savings, what non-energy impacts (NEIs), if any, do you believe are applicable to the 

adoption and use of advanced controls (room-based, LLLC, NLC) compared to having no controls.?  
[MULTIPLE CHECKBOX MATRIX] 

Response 
ID 

NEIs Room-
based/LLLC/NLC 

1 Operations & Maintenance costs  
2 Waste disposal (assumes longer 

lamp/ballast life due to controls) 
 

3 Sales  
4 Rent  
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5 Occupant comfort  
6 Changes to OSHA recordable 

citations  

7 Workers compensation claims  
8 Employee absences  
97 Other [SPECIFY]  
10 No NEIs are applicable  

 

1.9 Conclusion 
CS52. Are you interested in participating in a follow-up phone interview with one of our experienced staff 

members to discuss some of your answers and insights further?  If you are contacted and complete a 
follow-up interview, you will be eligible for the $100 incentive mentioned at the start of this survey. 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes CS53 
02 No Thank and Terminate 

 

CS53. To receive the $25 e-gift card for completion of today’s survey, please complete the following 
contact information. If you indicated that you would be open to a follow-up interview, the number you 
include here is what will be used to contact you. Thank you again for your time and participation in this 
effort to better understand the C&I lighting market in Massachusetts. 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Name  
02 Company  
03 Position  
04 Email  
05 Phone  
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2 CONTRACTOR FOLLOW-UP IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW 
The primary objective of the follow-up contractor IDIs is to dive deeper into the results of the contractor 
web survey. While the web survey is designed to get a broad perspective from many respondents, the 
follow-up IDIs will be used to explore trends in the web survey results and gain deeper insight into the 
results. We expect to complete approximately 15 surveys, and respondents will also be offered an additional 
$100 incentive to participate in a follow-up IDI. 



 

 
 

 

 

3 DISTRIBUTOR & MANUFACTURER IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS 
Objective: The key objective of these surveys is to estimate the current and future sales of LEDs across 
Massachusetts with and without program support. During the 2019 study, we interviewed lighting 
distributors and manufacturers that had participated in the Upstream Initiative, asking them about current 
and future market shares based on existing program conditions as well as their predictions for what would 
happen if lighting programs were discontinued starting in 2019. Rather than repeating the same 
methodology with the same respondents, we will re-frame the questions to focus more on the volume of LED 
sales, since we will be collecting market share information from lighting contractors. We will ask them how 
much of their total sales are represented by program sales to get the full amount of sales in 2019. Then we 
will ask them to estimate their sales in 2020, 2022, and 2024 both with and without the program. To better 
understand the impacts of the pandemic, we will also include questions about how COVID-19 has impacted 
their sales in 2020 and expected impacts in future years.  

We have also included questions in the survey on lighting controls in coordination with MAC11-E-LCTRL. To 
support the ongoing upstream lighting NTG study (MA20C10-E-UPLNTG), we have included questions for 
participating distributors that mirror the timing, efficiency, and quantity free-ridership questions so that we 
can compare distributor responses to customer responses.1  

Sample Design: To build the sample frame, we will use 2019 tracking data to identify the lighting 
distributors and manufacturers from both downstream and upstream programs. Since we are interested in 
only LED sales, this list should give us the vast majority of distributors and manufacturers that operate in 
Massachusetts. We will compare this list to the results of the product availability web-scraping to identify 
any missing manufacturers or distributors. We have received the 2019 tracking data and are in the process 
of designing the sample. Prior to receiving the tracking data, we had budgeted to complete IDIs with 20 
manufacturers and 16 distributors. The final sample design will be presented for approval prior to 
implementing the surveys. 

Implementation: These surveys will be implemented as in-depth interviews. Prior to the email, the 
interviewer will email the respondents an easy-to-use worksheet where the respondent can enter in percent 
changes which will automatically calculate changes in volume. Assuming the respondent fills out the 
worksheet, the interviewer will use this worksheet as the basis of the volume section of the survey. 
Otherwise, the interviewer will walk the respondent through this section of the survey.  

  

 
1 The upstream lighting NTG customer survey is already being fielded as part of MA20C10-E-UPLNTG, so the questions included in this survey packet 

only focuses on the distributor component of the NTG questions.  
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Interview Information 

Interviewer  
Survey Length (min)  Completion Date  

 

Contact Information 

Phone  
Email  

 

Call Tracking 

Date/Time Notes 
  
  
  

 

3.1 Introduction and Screening 
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: THE QUESTIONS IN THIS INTERVIEW GUIDE SHOULD NOT NECESSARILY BE READ 
VERBATIM BUT MAY BE MODIFIED TO SUIT THE INTERVIEW] 

MD1. Hi, my name is _______, and I am calling from DNV GL on behalf of the Sponsors of Mass Save® 
regarding their programs which support the sale and adoption efficient lighting products in Commercial 
and Industrial facilities, or C&I facilities, across Massachusetts.  
 
According to our records, your company has recently sold lighting products for use in commercial and 
industrial (C&I) facilities as part of those programs. I would like to ask you some questions about your 
participation and about trends in the C&I lighting market in general.  

[IF ASKED] We anticipate this interview will last about 30 minutes. Any information you provide will 
be treated as confidential. 

[IF ASKED] DNV GL is an independent contractor hired to do this research. You can verify the 
legitimacy of this research by calling Erik Mellen from Eversource at 781-441-8554. 

MD2. First, can I ask your name please?  

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes  
02 No  

 

MD3. Thank you, [name].  I would like to confirm – are you the right person to talk to about your 
company’s C&I lighting sales in Massachusetts and generally about trends in lighting? 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes  
02 No  
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MD4. Can you please provide the contact information for who is the right person to speak to at your 
company? 

Response ID Response Action 
A [Name]  
B [Position]  
C [Email]  
D [Phone]  

 

3.2 Sales Verification 
First, I would like to review some information about the nature of your participation in all 2019 
Massachusetts C&I Lighting programs. Participation includes both programs that offer incentives/rebates 
offered by the Sponsors of Mass Save® for energy-efficient lighting measures (Downstream Program) as 
well as financial incentives offered to contractors and commercial customers through distributors supported 
by the Sponsors Massachusetts Commercial Upstream Lighting Initiative (Upstream Program). We will use 
this information to set the stage for the larger Massachusetts C&I lighting market.  

MD5. I emailed you information on the total number of LED lamps and fixtures you sold through 
Massachusetts Bright Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting Program (Commercial Upstream) in 2019. Does 
that information appear generally correct? [IF SOME OF THE INFORMATION IS INCORRECT, MAKE ANY 
CORRECTIONS IN MD5 ROW]. Note that we are not interested in screw-based lighting like a-lines, 
decoratives, small reflectors, or track lighting, so these products are not included in those counts. 

MD6. My records indicate that in 2019 your company did not receive discounts from the Massachusetts 
Bright Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting Program (Commercial Upstream) for the following LED lighting 
equipment: [NAME ALL LIGHTING PRODUCTS IN SECOND ROW OF TABLE WHERE QUANTITY IS = 0] Is 
this information correct? [IF SOME OF THE INFORMATION IS INCORRECT, MAKE CORRECTIONS IN MD6 
ROW]. 

MD7. What percent of your total program (Upstream and Downstream) LED sales for MA C&I customers 
are represented by the Massachusetts Bright Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting Program (Commercial 
Upstream)? [OBJECTIVE IS TO GET TO TOTAL VOUME OF PROGRAM LED SALES TO MASSACHUSETTS 
C&I CUSTOMERS.] 

MD8. What percent of TOTAL LED sales for MA C&I customers are represented by the volume of ALL 
program (Upstream and Downstream) LED sales? [OBJECTIVE IS TO GET TO TOTAL VOLUME OF ALL 
LED SALES TO MASSACHUSETTS C&I CUSTOMERS.]  PROGRAMMER NOTE: If total program sales is 
0 for any category, we want to get an estimate of the total volume of sales. Quantity is a 
difficult thing for people to answer, so try to probe with ranges and narrow in on actual 
volume. 

 

[Interviewer note: pre-populate first row with results of tracking data aggregation] 

Response ID LED Fixtures 
with Integrated 
Controls 

LED Fixtures 
(without 
controls) 

Linear LEDs 
(TLEDs) 

LED High/Low 
Bay 

LED Exterior / 
Outdoor 

Upstream 
Program Sales 
from Tracking 
Data* 
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MD5. 
Upstream 
Program sales 
data looks 
reasonably 
correct? 

     

MD6. Is it true 
that you did 
not sell these 
lamp types 
through the 
program? 

     

MD7. Total 
program LED 
Sales 

     

MD8. Total LED 
Sales 

     

 

3.3 LED Sales Volume Estimates 
What percent of your total 2019 C&I sales in Massachusetts went to new construction or major renovation 
projects versus existing lighting retrofit/replacement? 

MD9. For many businesses and individuals, 2020 has been a very challenging year.  For other industries 
and businesses there has been little change from previous years.  Has your company experienced any 
changes in 2020 because of these challenges? [SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes [EXPLAIN] MD10 
02 No MD11 

 

MD10. How long do you expect these changes to impact your company’s operations? [SINGLE RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Operations are already back to normal MD11 
02 Less than 1 year MD11 
03 1-2 years MD11 
04 3-5 years MD11 
05 More than 5 years MD11 
98 Don’t know MD11 

 

 

Now I’m going to ask you to estimate your 2020 and future LED sales in the C&I market in Massachusetts 
for the LED lighting equipment types we discussed.  Again, we are looking for an estimate of your total 
sales, in units (not dollars) for each of the following lighting applications. This is your sales of all units for 
that lighting type sold within Massachusetts for C&I installations.   

MD11. Imagine a scenario where the program discounts continue as-is through 2024. How would you 
expect your total volume of LED sales (lamps and fixtures) to change compared to your total LED sales 
from 2019? For the purposes of this exercise, please consider current and expected market and 
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economic conditions in your estimates so that the change in sales reflects what you expect would 
happen in the future. [PROGRAMMER NOTE: POSITIVE CHANGE MEANS INCREASE AND NEGATIVE 
CHANGE MEANS DECREASE. 2020 IS ESTIMATED 2020 SALES WHILE 2022 AND 2024 ARE FORECASTS] 

 

 % Change in Total Volume of LED Sales with Program Discounts 
Continuing 

 2020 2022 2024 

LED Fixtures with 
Integrated Controls 

__% __% __% 

LED Fixtures (without 
controls) 

__% __% __% 

Linear LEDs (TLEDs) __% __% __% 

LED High/Low Bay __% __% __% 

LED Exterior / Outdoor __% __% __% 

 

MD12. Now imagine a scenario where the program discounts end at the end of 2019. How would you expect 
your total volume of LED sales to change compared to your sales in 2019 without these program 
discounts? Again, for the purposes of this exercise, please consider current and expected market and 
economic conditions in your estimates so that the change in sales reflects what you expect would 
happen in the future. [PROGRAMMER NOTE: 2020 IS MORE OF A RETROCAST SINCE IT HAS HAPPENED 
AND 2022 AND 2024 SHOULD BE A FORECAST OF WHAT WOULD HAPPEN. 

 % Change in Total Volume of LED Sales with NO Program Discounts 

 2020 2022 2024 

LED Fixtures with 
Integrated Controls 

__% __% __% 

LED Fixtures (without 
controls) 

__% __% __% 

Linear LEDs (TLEDs) __% __% __% 

LED High/Low Bay __% __% __% 

LED Exterior / Outdoor __% __% __% 

 

MD13. [If difference between with and without program -only ask for equipment type where this applies, 
not all 5 unless all have differences ] You noted differences in the two scenarios – with the program and 
without the program.  Can you tell me why you think that the total sales would be different? What is 
driving the difference? 
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Response ID Equipment Type Response 
A LED Fixtures with Integrated Controls [OPEN RESPONSE] 
B LED Fixtures (without controls) [OPEN RESPONSE] 
C Linear LEDs (TLEDs) [OPEN RESPONSE] 
D LED High/Low Bay [OPEN RESPONSE] 
E LED Exterior / Outdoor [OPEN RESPONSE] 

 
MD14. [If NO difference between with and without program- only ask for equipment type where this applies, 

not all 5 unless all are no differences] You noted there was no difference between market the volume of 
LED sales with and without the program incentives. Can you explain why you think that the program will 
have no impact on the total volume of LED sales? 

Response ID Equipment Type Response 
A LED Fixtures with Integrated Controls [OPEN RESPONSE] 
B LED Fixtures (without controls) [OPEN RESPONSE] 
C Linear LEDs (TLEDs) [OPEN RESPONSE] 
D LED High/Low Bay [OPEN RESPONSE] 
E LED Exterior / Outdoor [OPEN RESPONSE] 

 

3.4 NTG Integration 
[ONLY ASK DISTRIBUTORS THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE UPSTREAM PROGRAM] 

[INTRO] So far, we have been talking about how the programs offered by the Sponsors of Mass Save 
influence the total volume of LED sales. We want to shift gears now and ask about both LED and non-LED 
sales. 

3.4.1 Linear and Large Lighting 
MD15. For the types of products we have been discussing [EXPLANATION: typically lumped into linear 

category but includes high/low bay or exterior/outdoor], did you offer non-LED products to C&I 
customers in Massachusetts in 2019 and 2020? Do you plan to offer non-LED products through 2022? 
How about through 2024? [MULTIPLE CHECKBOX MATRIX] 

Response 
ID 

Response 2019 2020 2022 2024 

01 Yes     
02 No     

 

MD16. [IF MD15 = 01] For these linear and large lighting applications, what types of non-LED products did 
you offer in 2019 and 2020? [MULTIPLE CHECKBOX MATRIX] 

Response 
ID 

Yes Yes No 

01 Fluorescent T5   

02 Fluorescent High-Performance (Low Watt) T8   

03 Fluorescent Standard T8   

04 Metal Halide or Other HID   

06 Other [Explain]   

 

MD17. [IF MD15 = 01 For All Years] Do you anticipate a time when you would stop offering LED products? 
If so, what will be the driver in your decision to only offer LED products? [OPEN RESPONSE] 
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Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes [Explain]  
02  No  

 

MD18. [IF MD15 = 2 or if any equipment type in MD16 = No] Imagine that if the Sponsors of Mass Save 
stopped providing programs incentivizing lighting equipment in 2019, would you then decide to offer 
non-LED products?  

Response 
ID 

Yes Yes No 

01 Fluorescent T5   

02 Fluorescent High-Performance (Low Watt) T8   

03 Fluorescent Standard T8   

04 Metal Halide or Other HID   

06 Other [Explain]   

 

3.4.2 Screw-Based Lighting 
[If distributor also sold screw-based lighting] 

MD19. What about for screw-based lighting, like a-lines, decoratives, and downlights/reflectors? Did you 
offer non-LED screw-based lighting to C&I customers in Massachusetts in 2019 and 2020? Do you plan 
to offer non-LED products through 2022? How about through 2024? [MULTIPLE CHECKBOX MATRIX] 

Response 
ID 

Response 2019 2020 2022 2024 

01 Yes     
02 No     

 

MD20. [IF MD18 = 01] What types of non-LED products did you offer in 2019 and 2020? [MULTIPLE 
CHECKBOX MATRIX] 

Response 
ID 

Yes Yes No 

01 CFL   

02 Incandescent   

03 Halogen   

06 Other [Explain]   

 

MD21. [IF MD15 = 01 For All Years] Do you anticipate a time when you would stop offering LED products? 
If so, what will be the driver in your decision to only offer LED products? [OPEN RESPONSE] 

Response ID Response Action 
01   
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MD22. [IF MD19 = 2 or if any equipment type in MD20 = No] Imagine that if the Sponsors of Mass Save 
stopped providing programs incentivizing screw-based lighting equipment in 2019, would you then 
decide to offer non-LED screw-based products?  

Response 
ID 

Yes Yes No 

01 CFL   

02 Incandescent   

03 Halogen   

06 Other [Explain]   

 

3.4.3 Timing, Efficiency, and Quantity 
As a reminder, your company sold the following quantity of LEDs through Massachusetts Bright 
Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting Program (Commercial Upstream) program in 2019.  

Response ID LED Fixtures 
with 
Integrated 
Controls 

LED Fixtures Linear LEDs 
(TLEDs) 

LED 
High/Low 
Bay 

LED Exterior 
/ Outdoor 

Screw-Based 

Program 
Sales from 
Upstream 
Tracking 
Data* 

      

 

MD23. We would like to again imagine a hypothetical scenario where the program rebates would not have 
been available in 2019. In this scenario, excluding screw-based lighting, what percent of your 2019 
Massachusetts Bright Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting Program (Commercial Upstream) sales would 
have been… [PROGAMMING NOTE: questions should focus on volume of program bulbs only, not all LED 
sales] 

Response 
ID 

Response Response 

01 Would have still been LED sold by you in 2019  
02 A non-LED technology in 2019  
03 LED sales deferred to a later year, or never  
04 LED sales that would have gone to a competitor [still LED]  
05 Non-LED sales that would have gone to a competitor  
  100% 

 

MD24. Would the percents you just gave me have been different for different types of linear/large LED 
equipment (LED Fixtures vs. TLEDs vs. High/Low Bay vs. Exterior/Outdoor)? [PROGRAMMING NOTE: if 
respondent willing to fill out grid for all lighting types, we can take that, otherwise focus on qualitative 
differences] 

Response ID Response Action 
01 Yes [GRID OR EXPLAIN]  
02 No  
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MD25. Since you said that [MD19 02 %] of your sales would have been a non-LED technology, in this same 
scenario, what percent of your Massachusetts Bright Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting Program 
(Commercial Upstream) sales would have been each of the following non-LED equipment types? 
[PROGRAMMING NOTE: total percent should add up to the same percentage as MD23 02.]  

 

Response 
ID 

Equipment Type Percent 

01 Fluorescent T5  

02 Fluorescent High-Performance (Low Watt) T8  

03 Fluorescent Standard T8  

04 Metal Halide or Other HID  

05 Other [Explain]  

 

MD26. [If distributor also sold screw-based lighting] Switching to only screw-based lighting, what percent of 
your 2019 Massachusetts Bright Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting Program (Commercial Upstream) 
screw-based sales would have been… [PROGAMMING NOTE: questions should focus on volume of 
program bulbs only, not all LED sales] 

Response 
ID 

Response Response 

01 Would have still been LED sold by you in 2019  
02 A non-LED technology in 2019  
03 LED sales deferred to a later year, or never  
04 LED sales that would have gone to a competitor [still LED]  
05 Non-LED sales that would have gone to a competitor  
  100% 

 

MD27. Since you said that [MD26 02 %] of your screw-based sales would have been a non-LED technology, 
in this same scenario, what percent of your Massachusetts Bright Opportunities UPSTREAM Lighting 
Program (Commercial Upstream) sales would have been each of the following non-LED equipment types? 
[PROGRAMMING NOTE: total percent should add up to the same percentage as MD26 02.]  

 

Response 
ID 

Equipment Type Percent 

01 CFL  

03 Incandescent  

04 Halogen  

05 Other  

 

3.5 Lighting Controls 
MD28. Thank you for all of that information.  Now I would like to ask you specifically about Lighting 

Controls.  We would like to know about your thoughts on the state of the lighting control market. For the 
purposes of this survey, we have defined lighting controls in five categories: basic controls, stand-alone 
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sensor controls, room-based sensor controls, luminaire-level lighting controls and networked lighting 
controls. However, our questions will be primarily focused on the more advanced categories of controls. 
The basic and stand-alone definitions are provided as a reference point. [INFORMATION ONLY] 

 

Basic Controls Stand-alone 
Sensor Controls 

Room-based 
Controls 

Luminaire-level 
Lighting Controls 
(LLLC) 

Networked 
Lighting Controls 
(NLC) 

Manual switch, 
manual dimmer, 
time clock 

Occupancy sensor, 
daylight sensor 

Code-compliant 
“kits” with 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
may have high-end 
trim; networking 
within zone only; 
fixtures operate as 
a group 

Wireless networked 
fixture-level 
integrated 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
high-end trim; 
fixtures can be 
controlled 
independently or as 
a zone 

Wired or wireless 
networked 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
high-end trim; 
fixtures can be 
controlled 
independently or as 
a zone 

 

MD29. Prior to this survey, were you familiar with these different levels of lighting controls? [CHECKBOX] 
Response ID Control Type Response Option 
A  Stand-alone Controls [Yes / No / Don’t Know] 
B  Room-based Controls [Yes / No / Don’t Know] 
C LLLC Controls [Yes / No / Don’t Know] 

 

MD30. [IF MD29A, B, and C = No/Don’t Know] Can you please provide the contact information for the 
person at your company who is most familiar with the C&I lighting controls? 

Response ID Response Response Field 
A Name  
B Position  
C Email  
D Phone  

  

MD31. Do you stock, promote, or manufacture these control types? [MULTIPLE CHECKBOX MATRIX] 
Response ID Control Type Response Option 
A  Stand-alone Controls [Stock / Actively Promote / Manufacture / None] 
B  Room-based Controls [Stock / Actively Promote / Manufacture / None] 
C  LLLC Controls [Stock / Actively Promote / Manufacture / None] 
D  NLC Controls  [Stock / Actively Promote / Manufacture / None] 

 
MD32.  [If MD31C orMD31D= manufacture] If you manufacture LLLC or NLC, is it an internet-of-things 

(IoT), platform-based service, or OEM-specific hardware? [Yes / No / Don’t know] 
 

MD33. [If MD31C or MD31D = stock/actively promote/manufacture] Do you manufacture LLLC or NLC 
controls that can be retrofit on to existing lighting systems? 

Response 
ID 

Response Action 

01 Yes   
02 No  
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98 Don’t know  

 

MD34. [If MD31C or MD31D ≠ manufacture] Do you plan to stock or manufacture LLLC or NLC controls that 
can be retrofit on to existing lighting systems in the future?  

Response 
ID 

Response Action 

01 Yes  MD25 
02 No  MD24 
98 Don’t know MD25 
 

MD35. Why not? 

Response 
ID 

Response Action 

01 Specify____________ MD25 if manufacturer, 
MD27 if not 

98 Don’t know MD25 if manufacturer, 
MD27 if not 

 

MD36. [If manufacturer] Is your company looking to make improvements to your existing control 
technologies or developing next control technologies in the next 3 years? 

Response 
ID 

Response Action 

01 Yes  MD26 
02 No  MD27 
98 Don’t know MD27 
 

MD37. What types of improvements or developments are you focused on [If needed: remind respondent all 
responses are confidential and aggregated with other responses for reporting] 

Response 
ID 

Response Action 

01 Specify____________  
98 Don’t know  
 

 

 

MD38. We would like to understand how you view the future of the controls market. We are looking at the 
trajectory of costs, sales, and market share of the types of controls.  

MD38A. Let’s start with the costs for these control technologies.  How do you think the cost of these 
control technologies in 2024 will change compared to costs today? 

MD38A B. How do you think the sales of these control technologies in 2024 will change compared to 
sales today? 

MD38A C. How do you think the market share of these control technologies in 2024 will change 
compared to the share of the market associated with each of these technologies today? 

[If Need] Clarification: 
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• When considering the change in costs, please think in terms of how the ultimate average cost to the 
end customer, in dollars, will change between the present and 2024. 

• When considering the change in sales, please think in terms how future sales for these controls will 
change between the present and 2024. Please think in terms of number of units sold. 

• Market share is the percent of the lighting control market represented by that type of control. 

 

  Manual or Stand-
Alone Controls 

Room-based 
Controls LLLC Controls  

NLC Controls 

Costs 

2024 
compared to 
costs today 
(%)     

Sales 
2024 
compared to 
today (%)     

Market 
Share 

2018     
Today     
2024     

 

MD39. What barriers, if any, do you see for the further sales and adoption of room-based, LLLC, and NLC 
controls. Please check all barriers that apply. 

Barriers Room-based/ 
LLLC/ NLC 
controls 

No Barriers  
Training/certification 
skills for sales workforce 

 

Training/certification 
skills for installation 
workforce 

 

Training/certification 
skills for operators 

 

Special tools or data 
required to sell products 

 

Lack of Customer 
Awareness  
Lack of Customer 
Interest  
Too Expensive (Cost)  
Product Availability  
Uncertainty of Product 
Value  
Not Enough Savings  
Complicated 
Installations (Installers) 

 

Complicated Product to 
Operate (End User) 

 

Level of incentives 
offered 

 

Other (Specify____)  

MD40. What type of programs do you see as the best way to influence the adoption of LLLC and  NLC 
Lighting controls?  
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Response 
ID 

Response Action 

01 Upstream MD41 
02 Downstream – Direct Install MD41 
03 Downstream – Contractor Enabled MD41 
04 Downstream – Self Install MD41 
97 Other [Specify] MD41 

 

MD41. Where in the supply chain should programs intervene to be most successful in ultimately increasing 
the adoption and use of  LLLC and NLC controls? [Follow up/Probe: Why do you say that?] 

Response ID Response Action 
A Supply chain area of focus for LLLC MD42 
B Supply chain area of focus for NLC MD42 

 

MD42. Do you see the current Massachusetts programs influencing the adoption of  LLLC or NLC Lighting 
Controls?  

Response 
ID 

Response Action 

01 Yes [Why do you say that___________] MD43 
02 No [What could be improved___________________] MD43 
98 Don’t know MD43 

 

MD43. On a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is significant decrease, 3 is no change or improvement and 5 is 
‘significant increase or improvement’, how do you think each of these areas will change between now 
and 2024? 

Response 
ID 

Response Action 

01 Customer requests for retrofits LLLC/NLC on existing LED systems MD44 
02 Customer requests for new lighting systems/upgrades with integrated 

controls MD44 

03 Contractor recommendations to end users for LLLC/NLC control retrofits on 
existing LED systems MD44 

04 Market actor’s promotions regarding LLLC/NLC control retrofit products MD44 
04 The availability and diversity of  LLLC/NLC control retrofit products MD44 
05 The functionality of retrofit LLLC/NLC products MD44 
 

MD44. Beyond energy savings, what non-energy impacts (NEIs), if any, do you believe are applicable to the 
adoption and use of advanced controls (room-based, LLLC, NLC) compared to having no controls?  
[MULTIPLE CHECKBOX MATRIX] 

Response 
ID 

NEIs Room-
based/LLLC/NLC 

1 Operations & Maintenance Costs  
2 Waste disposal (assumes longer 

lamp/ballast life due to controls) 
 

3 Sales  
4 Rent  
5 Occupant Comfort  
6 Changes to OSHA Recordable 

Citations  

7 Workers Compensation Claims  
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8 Employee Absences  
9 Other [SPECIFY]  
10 No NEIs are applicable  

 

Thank and complete survey. 



 

 
 

 

 

4 CUSTOMER PHONE-REVISITS 
Objective: The key objective for these surveys is to update previously collected on-site saturation data 
through phone re-visits to estimate the 2020 saturation of ambient linear, high/low bay, building 
exterior/outdoor lighting applications. To reduce customer burden and bypass the need for on-site surveys 
given the uncertainty around COVID-19, we will utilize phone re-visits with respondents from the 2018 and 
2019 on-site surveys. In collaboration with NMR, we will use previous site inventory data (including controls) 
as the starting point for the survey, and then update the existing data collection form based on changes 
made to lighting equipment at the facility since the on-site visit. 

For establishments that had T12s installed in the initial inventory, we will ask follow-up questions about why 
they currently use T12s, how they currently anticipate they will be replaced (or what replaced them if the 
lamps found in 2018 or 2019 have been replaced), and where they are purchasing replacement T12 lamps, 
if not currently kept in storage. 

Sample Design: The sample for these phone re-visits is the 276 respondents (excluding healthcare/nursing 
homes) from 2018 and 2019 who are willing to participate in this follow-up effort. Assuming we are able 
reach 40% of the respondents, we plan to complete 110 phone re-visits. We estimate completing 28 (25%) 
virtual visits, and, if permitted, 11 (10%) on-site visits. 

Implementation: For sites that indicated that they undertook a major lighting replacement project since 
the first visit, we will conduct on-site or virtual verifications of self-reported results depending on if field 
work is permissible at that time. 
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4.1 Introduction 
[NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: THE BASIS FOR THIS INTERVIEW IS THE EXISTING DATA COLLECTED FROM 
PREVIOUS DATA COLLECTION EFFORT. YOU SHOULD HAVE THE DATA COLLECTION FORM PULLED UP AND 
BE ABLE TO EASILY EDIT EXISTING DATA.] 

 
Hello, this is [NAME] calling from NMR Group, may I speak to [SITE CONTACT]?  
 
My firm has been hired by the Sponsors of Mass Save® to conduct a study on the C&I lighting market in 
Massachusetts. As part of our study, we are following up with businesses that participated in our studies in 
previous years to understand what lighting changes have occurred in the building. We previously visited this 
site on [PREVIOUS VISIT DATE] to collect a full inventory of the installed lighting equipment. Do you have a 
few minutes right now for us to talk about the installed lighting at [ADDRESS/PROP NAME]? We are offering 
a $50 incentive for you to update us about your installed lighting. 
 
[IF NO] Is there a better time that I could call you back? This survey is designed to update information that 
we have already collected at your facility.  

4.2 Installed Lighting Questions 
[THESE QUESTIONS SHOULD NOT BE READ VERBATIM. THE FLOW IS DESIGNED TO ENABLE PROMPTS FOR 
UNDERSTANDING WHAT LIGHTING HAS CHANGES SINCE THE LAST VISIT] 

CS1. Have you undergone a renovation since we visited on [PREVIOUS VISIT DATE]? [IF NO SKIP TO 
CS2] 

a. Did the renovation include adding or replacing a large portion of lighting fixtures? 
i. [IF YES] What percent of the facility’s lighting was replaced during the renovation? [IF 

UNKNOWN, ALTERNATIVE: What percent of the facility underwent renovations?] 
b. Which areas of the building did the renovation affect?  
c. Do you have documentation of the new lighting installed (invoices, cut sheets, models numbers, 

etc.) that you could send via email? [IF NO DOCUMENTATION OF NEW LIGHTING, SKIP TO 
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES SECTION] 

 

CS2. Have you completed any lighting upgrades since [PREVIOUS VISIT DATE]? We would consider a 
lighting upgrade as replacing a large number of fixtures or lamps at one time, not simply replacing 
lamps as they fail individually. This can also include adding controls to fixtures that did not previously 
have any controls. [IF NO SKIP TO CS3] 

a. Which areas of the building did the upgrade affect? 
b. Do you have documentation of the new lighting installed (invoices, cut sheets, models numbers, 

etc.)? [IF NO DOCUMENTATION OF NEW LIGHTING, SKIP TO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES 
SECTION] 

 

CS3. If there have been no significant upgrades to the lighting in the building, I would still like to confirm 
that the data we had collected still seems accurate to you. [DATA COLLECTION TOOL WILL DISPLAY 
DETAILED LIGHTING INVENTORY. CONFIRM SPACE TYPES AND FIXTURE/ LAMP TYPES 
WITHIN THOSE SPACES FOR GENERAL CONTINUITY. PROBE FOR ANY NEW PURCHASES OR 
LAMPS IN STORAGE.] 

4.3 T12 Specific Questions 
[ASK ONLY IF T12FLAG=1] 
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During our last visit on [PREVIOUS VISIT DATE] we observed some T12 linear fluorescent lamps installed in 
the building [if necessary, specify the spaces they were installed in]. I would like to ask you some questions 
about those lamps specifically. 
 
CS4. Do you recall where the T12s installed in your facility came from? [Probe: Market actor/storage] 
CS5. Have any of these T12s been replaced since our last visit? [IF NO SKIP TO CS6] 

a. Did you replace a large amount at once, or did you replace them as they failed? 
b. What type of lamp did you replace them with? 
c. Did the new lamps come from storage or did you purchase new lamps? [Go to CS8] 

CS6. Do you have plans to replace these lamps before they fail? [IF NO SKIP TO CS7] 
a. What type of lamp will replace them? [Go to CS8] 

CS7. When these lamps fail, what is your replacement strategy? 
a. Will you replace them with a similar lamp? 

i. Would you be replacing these T12s with others you have in storage, or do you plan to purchase 
new T12 lamps? 

ii. [If purchase] Where do you purchase T12s? 
iii. [If keeping T12] Why do you plan to replace with a T12 instead of something else? 

b. Will you replace them with a different type of lamp? If so, what type? 
c. Will you replace the fixtures entirely? [Go to CS8] 

 

4.4 Lighting Controls 
Thank you.  I would like to shift gears a bit and talk more about lighting controls.  To make this conversation 
a bit easier, we have categorized the controls, including what we consider basic levels of control. However, 
most of my questions will be focused on the more advanced categories of controls including luminaire-level 
and networked lighting controls. 
[EXPLAIN THE CATEGORIES] 
 
Basic Controls Stand-alone 

Sensor Controls 
Room-based 
Controls 

Luminaire-level 
Lighting Controls 
(LLLC) 

Networked 
Lighting Controls 
(NLC) 

Manual switch, 
manual dimmer, 
time clock 

Occupancy sensor, 
daylight sensor 

Code-compliant 
“kits” with 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
may have high-end 
trim; networking 
within zone only; 
fixtures operate as 
a group 

Wireless networked 
fixture-level 
integrated 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
high-end trim; 
fixtures can be 
controlled 
independently or as 
a zone 

Wired or wireless 
networked 
occupancy and 
daylight sensors; 
high-end trim; 
fixtures can be 
controlled 
independently or as 
a zone 

 
CS8. Prior to this explanation, were you familiar with these different levels of lighting controls? 

A Basic controls [Y/N/DK] 
B Stand-alone controls [Y/N/DK] 
C Room-based Controls [Y/N/DK] 
D LLLC Controls [Y/N/DK] 
E NLC Controls [Y/N/DK] 
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CS9.  [Ask if it is not clear from CS1-CS3 what controls are installed] What types of controls do you have 
installed at your facility that we did not discuss above?  [ALIGN QUESTION WITH INFORMATION 
ALREADY COLLECTED ON CONTROLS in CS1-CS3] 

 

A [Record response] 
B Don’t Know 

 

[If response to CS9 ≠ LLLC or NLC or LLLC/NLC not found in on-sites or CS1-CS3, skip to CS16. If response 
to CS9 = LLLC or NLC or LLLC/NLC found on-site or in CS1-CS3, ask CS10-CS14] 

CS10. What were your motivations for installing these advanced types of lighting controls?  

[Record response] 
Don’t Know 

 

CS11. Have you experienced impacts or changes to any of the following categories as a result of installing 
and using these controls?  [MULTIPLE CHECKBOX MATRIX] 

Response 
ID 

NEIs LLLC/NLC 

1 Operations & Maintenance Costs  
2 Waste disposal (assumes longer 

lamp/ballast life due to controls) 
 

3 Sales  
4 Rent  
5 Occupant Comfort  
6 Changes to OSHA Recordable 

Citations  

7 Workers Compensation Claims  
8 Employee Absences  
9 Other [SPECIFY]  

 

CS12. Did you receive training on how to use these controls? 

1 Yes [Record response] 
2 No  
97 Don’t know 

 

CS13. [IF Cs12 = Yes, else skip to CS13] Can you indicate what, if any, aspects of this training were useful 

1 Yes [Record response] 
2 No  
97 Don’t know 

 

CS14. Do you feel that you or your organization are utilizing your controls effectively?   

1 Yes  
2 No [Record response] 
97 Don’t know 
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CS15. Have you needed to adjust, tune, or reprogram these controls in order to maintain their 
performance or operation? 

1 Yes  
2 No  
97 Don’t know 

[Interviewer note: respondents who have been asked CS10-CS15 may be applicable for CS16 question if 
recently installed LEDs without LLLC/NLC controls were found in on-sites and verified in CS2 and CS3. 
Determine applicability (LEDs installed 2018 or later and less than 50% have LLLC/NLC) and if applicable 
move to CS16, if not applicable go to CS19] 

CS16. [If LEDs without LLLC/NLC controls found in previous on-sites or through CS2 or CS3] Were you 
aware of LLLC or NLC controls when you recently purchased or installed LEDs in your facility?  

Response 
ID 

Response 

01 Yes  
02 No 
98 Don’t know 

[If CS16 = No or Don’t Know Skip to CS18] 

CS17. [If CS16 = Yes] Why didn’t you install LLLC or NLC controls alongside the new lighting equipment? 
[Interviewer note: Do not read list, check responses mentioned] 

  LLLC/NLC Controls 
a No Reason/DK/Ref  
b Lack of Awareness of use of products  
c Lack of Interest  
d Too Expensive (Cost)  
e Anticipated Price Decrease in Future  
f Insufficient Rebates  
g Product Availability  
h Uncertainty of Product Value  
i Not Enough Savings  
j Not enough Savings for Cost  
k Anticipated Better Savings in Future  
l Complicated Installation (Installers need more 

training) 
 

m Complicated Product (End Users need more 
training) 

 

n Intended to add later  
o They are not applicable to the space type 

(there are no perceived benefits to adding 
controls) 
 

 

P Market actor did not mention  
Q Market actor did not recommend (persuaded 

customer not to purchase/install) 
 

R Budget constraints  
S Incompatible with Space Type  
T Already Exists  
U Cybersecurity concerns  
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V Other [Record]   

 

CS18. Would you consider, or have you considered retrofitting your current LED lighting systems to include 
LLLC or NLC controls? 

1 Yes 
2 No  
97 Don’t know 

 

CS19. If you were to install a new lighting system in your facility, would you have interest in installing 
controls at the same time? 

A Yes 
B No 
C Don’t Know 

 

CS20. [If CS19 = Yes] What features would you look for in these controls? 

A Record Response 
B Don’t Know  

 

CS21. What, if anything, would prevent you from installing LLLC/NLC Controls on a new lighting system? 

[Interviewer note: Do not read list, check responses mentioned]  

  LLLC/NLC 
Controls 

A No Reason/DK/Ref  
B Lack of Awareness  
C Lack of Interest  
D Too Expensive (Cost)  
E Anticipated Price Decrease in Future  
F Insufficient Rebates  
G Product Availability  
H Uncertainty of Product Value  
I Not Enough Savings  
J Not enough Savings for Cost  
K Anticipated Better Savings in Future  
L Complicated Installation (Installers need more training)  
M Complicated Product (End Users need more training)  
N Intended to add later  
O They are not applicable to the space type (there are no perceived 

benefits to adding controls) 
 

P Budget constraints  
R Cybersecurity concerns  
S Other [Record]  
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CS22. [If CS18 or CS19 = Yes but respondent is not asked CS11] Which of the following categories do you 
think the installation and use of controls may impact of change in your facility?  

Response 
ID 

NEIs LLLC/NLC 

1 Operations & Maintenance Costs  
2 Waste disposal (assumes longer 

lamp/ballast life due to controls) 
 

3 Sales  
4 Rent  
5 Occupant Comfort  
6 Changes to OSHA Recordable 

Citations  

7 Workers Compensation Claims  
8 Employee Absences  
9 Other [SPECIFY]  

CS23. Significant Lighting Changes 

If significant changes are indicated and we need a virtual/ on site. 
We are interested in verifying installation of lighting equipment either through virtual or an on-site 
inspection similar to previous visits. If you are interested in an on-site visit, know that all of our staff have 
received health and safety training to mitigate the risk of COVID-19 contraction in accordance with program 
administrator requirements. Our staff will: 

- Limit contact while on-site 
- Practice social distancing with site contacts 
- Staff will wear new sanitized equipment and appropriate PPE: gloves, masks, coveralls, and safety 

glasses.  
- Staff conducting on-site visits as part of this study must meet three criteria before being cleared to 

visit customer sites:  
1. No symptoms 
2. No contact with any person under investigation for COVID-19 in the last 14 days 
3. No travel to a country or area in the past 14 days for which the CDC has issued a level 2 or 

3 travel designation.  
 

[If needed:] For more information or concerns you can contact Erik Mellen from Eversource at 781-441-
8554. 
 
Would you be willing to consider either a virtual visit for an additional $50 incentive or an on-site inspection 
for an additional $100 incentive? 

1. Yes – on-site  
2. Yes – virtual  
3. No  
4. Don’t Know  
5. Refused [THANK AND TERMINATE] 

4.4.1 Schedule In-person Visit 
Here are some days/times that we will have engineers available in your area, which day and time works best 
for you?  
 
[SCHEDULE BASED ON ENGINEER AVAILABILITY] 
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4.4.2 Virtual Visit Alternative 
Would you prefer to schedule a virtual inspection? 
  
Our virtual inspections are conducted using a live video powered platform for quick, easy, and accurate 
virtual inspections. We use easy-to-use software which provides secure video sharing, which allows us to 
capture photos. This does not require downloading an application – it operates through all major mobile 
browsers like Safari, Chrome, or Mozilla Firefox. Conducting a virtual inspection would consist of one of our 
engineers walking you through the inspection at your facility. We’d need to observe all of the newly installed 
products since [PREVIOUS VISIT DATE] – the time required will vary based on the size of your facility and 
the number of new products, but will probably take less time than the previous visit.  
 
[IF CONTACT SAYS SOMEONE ELSE WILL BE THE RIGHT CONTACT FOR VIRTUAL INSPECTION – 
GET THEIR CONTACT INFO AND SCHEDULE WITH THE SITE CONTACT] 
 
Schedule Virtual Visit. Here are some days/times that we will have an engineer available to conduct a 
virtual inspection with you. We will send you instructions via email ahead of the visit. You will need to have 
a fully charged phone or tablet for the inspection. Would you prefer to receive a link via phone or email for 
the inspection? 

• Confirm correct # 
• Confirm correct email address 



 
 

 

 

About DNV 
DNV is a global quality assurance and risk management company. Driven by our purpose of safeguarding life, property and 
the environment, we enable our customers to advance the safety and sustainability of their business. We provide 
classification, technical assurance, software and independent expert advisory services to the maritime, oil & gas, power and 
renewables industries. We also provide certification, supply chain and data management services to customers across a 
wide range of industries. Operating in more than 100 countries, our experts are dedicated to helping customers make the 
world safer, smarter and greener. 
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